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Abstract
A new variant of the isospectral Feshbach map deﬁned on operators in Hilbert space is
presented. It is constructed with the help of a smooth partition of unity, instead of projections,
and is therefore called smooth Feshbach map. It is an effective tool in spectral and singular
perturbation theory. As an illustration of its power, a novel operator-theoretic renormaliza-
tion group method is described and applied to analyze a general class of Hamiltonians on
Fock space. The main advantage of the new renormalization group method over its
predecessors is its technical simplicity, which it owes to the use of the smooth Feshbach map.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we introduce a new mathematical tool in spectral analysis and
singular perturbation theory and apply it to develop a simpliﬁed version of an
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operator-theoretic renormalization group method which can be used, for example, to
analyze spectra of Hamiltonians on Fock space. Our new tool is a variant of the so-
called Feshbach map, or Feshbach projection method, which we call smooth
Feshbach map, for reasons that will become clear shortly.
The Feshbach projection method was originally introduced as a tool in analytic
perturbation theory for operators on Hilbert space [10] (see also e.g. [7,8,11]) and has
been generalized, in the form of the Feshbach map, to a powerful tool of spectral
analysis in [2–4]; see also [5,9,13] for subsequent work.
‘‘State-space decimation’’ (to a spectral subspace of ‘‘low-energy state vectors’’) is
an intrinsic feature of the Feshbach map. It is also a key feature of operator-theoretic
renormalization group methods. One might thus expect that the Feshbach map can
be used as a central ingredient in the deﬁnition of operator-theoretic renormalization
maps designed to tackle problems of spectral theory, resonance theory, and singular
perturbation theory.
In [2–4], the Feshbach map has indeed been a key element in the construction of
renormalization maps deﬁned on Banach spaces of operators on Fock space which
have been used, for example, to prove the existence of a groundstate and of
resonances for Hamiltonians describing non-relativistic electrons bound to static
nuclei and interacting with the quantized electromagnetic ﬁeld.
While the Feshbach map used in [2–4], may be more general and more
transparent, conceptually, than the ‘‘smooth Feshbach map’’ introduced in this
paper, the latter leads to major technical simpliﬁcations in the construction of
operator-theoretic renormalization group methods. In order to understand the
structure of ﬁxed points of a renormalization map and its linearization in the vicinity
of a ﬁxed point, the renormalization map must be shown to depend differentiably on
the operators which it acts upon. Such differentiability properties are much more
easily established if, in the deﬁnition of the renormalization map, the smooth
Feshbach map introduced in this paper is used, because it employs a smooth partition
of unity on Hilbert space, rather than projections.
To make things more precise, we sketch some spectral problems we are interested
in, outline the deﬁnition of the smooth Feshbach map, and then explain how it can
be used in the study of those spectral problems. Let H be a (generally unbounded)
closed operator on a separable Hilbert space H of the form
H ¼ T þ W ; ð1:1Þ
where T is a closed operator whose spectrum we understand, and W is a
perturbation deﬁned on the entire domain of T : We are interested in analyzing the
part of the spectrum of the operator H located near 0. In particular, we may be
interested in the spectral type near 0, or we may want to know whether 0 is an
eigenvalue of H and what its multiplicity is. Problems like this can be studied with
the help of the smooth Feshbach map, which we now deﬁne. We start by choosing a
positive operator w bounded above by the identity, 1, on H; and we set
w :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 w2
p
: ð1:2Þ
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The domain of the operator T in the decomposition (1.1) is then assumed to be
invariant under w and w; and T is assumed to commute with w and w: We deﬁne
Hw :¼ T þ wWw and Hw :¼ T þ wWw: ð1:3Þ
We assume that Hw and its adjoint are bounded invertible on the range of w: Let
Hw ¼ U jHwj ð1:4Þ
be the polar decomposition of the operator Hw: We further assume that
jHwj1=2U1wWw and wWwjHwj1=2 ð1:5Þ
extend to bounded operators on H and Ran w; respectively.
A pair of operators, H and T ; possessing all these properties is called a Feshbach
pair (corresponding to w). We deﬁne the smooth Feshbach map, Fw; on Feshbach pairs
with values in operators on H by
FwðH; TÞ :¼ T þ wWw wWwH1w wWw: ð1:6Þ
Notice that the operator FwðH; TÞ is deﬁned on the domain of the operator T and
leaves the range of w; Ran w; invariant. Technical details concerning the deﬁnition of
Feshbach pairs and of the smooth Feshbach map can be found in Section 2. The
smooth Feshbach map has the following remarkable isospectrality properties:
(i) H is bounded invertible on H iff FwðH; TÞ is bounded invertible on Ran w:
(ii) 0 is an eigenvalue of the operator H with multiplicity n0 ¼ 1; 2; 3;y iff 0 is an
eigenvalue of FwðH; TÞjRan w with the same multiplicity n0:
(iii) If T and H are self-adjoint operators onH then H and FwðH; TÞ have the same
spectral type (e.g., ac, sc, pp) at 0.
For precise statements and proofs, we refer the reader to Section 2, in particular to
Theorem 2.1 and its proof.
The usefulness of the Feshbach map Fw and of properties (i), (ii) and (iii), above,
can be inferred from the following observations:
(1) It may happen that, for a clever choice of w and T ; the spectrum of FwðH; TÞ is
easier to analyze than the spectrum of H: For example, if Ran w is ﬁnite-dimensional,
the analysis of FwðH; TÞjRan w reduces to a finite-dimensional matrix problem. This
situation arises in the perturbation theory of point spectra and is the realm of the
original Feshbach projection method.
(2) Let A be an arbitrary, but ﬁxed self-adjoint operator onH; and let t  tA be a
map deﬁned on some space, Dt; of closed linear operators, H; on H into a set
FP  FPA; of Feshbach pairs, ðH; TÞ; where T  TðAÞ is an operator-valued
function of A: To an operator-valued function, w  wðAÞ; of A satisfying 0pwðAÞp1
we can associate the Feshbach map, FwðAÞ; deﬁned on Feshbach pairs ðH; TðAÞÞ: If,
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for a given operator A and a choice of w  wðAÞ; FwðAÞ maps FP into Dt then t 3 Fw
maps FP into itself, and hence a second Feshbach map, Fw0 ; with 0pw0  w0ðAÞp1;
can be applied to t 3 Fw; and so on.
Given a sequence, (wðnÞ  wðnÞðAÞÞNn¼0; of operators wðnÞðAÞ with the property that
0pwðnÞðAÞp1; and such that FwðnÞ maps FP into Dt; for n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y; we can
recursively deﬁne Feshbach pairs by setting ðHð0Þ; T ð0ÞÞ :¼ tðHÞ;
ðHðnÞ; T ðnÞÞ :¼ t 3 Fwðn1Þ ðHðn1Þ; T ðn1ÞÞ; ð1:7Þ
and we deﬁne
W ðnÞ :¼ HðnÞ  T ðnÞ ð1:8Þ
for n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y . It then can and occasionally does happen that the relative size of
the perturbations W ðnÞ; as compared to the operators T ðnÞ; decreases in n; so that, in
the limit n-N; the spectral problem may become trivial. These remarks suggest to
use the Feshbach map as a basic ingredient in the construction of an operator-
theoretic renormalization map. This is the main topic addressed in Section 3 of this
paper. Our renormalization group methods will be illustrated on some typical
examples.
The physical systems studied in [2–4] and in Section 3 of this paper consist of a
‘‘small’’ system with ﬁnitely many quantum-mechanical degrees of freedom coupled
to a ‘‘large’’ open system with inﬁnitely many degrees of freedom. The small system
may be an idealized atom with a static nucleus and electrons treated non-
relativistically. To consider the simplest example, we may think of an idealized two-
level atom whose quantum-mechanical state space is given by
Hel ¼ C2: ð1:9Þ
The atomic Hamiltonian is chosen to be
Hel ¼ es3; ð1:10Þ
where s1; s2; s3 are the usual 2
 2 Pauli matrices, and e40 is an atomic energy.
This idealized atom is then coupled to an open, dispersive system with inﬁnitely
many quantum-mechanical degrees of freedom. To be speciﬁc, we suppose that these
degrees of freedom correspond to massless, relativistic bosonic particles, e.g.,
photons (which are the ﬁeld quanta of the quantized electromagnetic ﬁeld). In order
to keep our exposition as simple as possible, we neglect the polarization of photons,
i.e., we consider ‘‘scalar photons’’, or ‘‘phonons’’. The state space of the large system
is the bosonic Fock space, constructed as follows. Let
h :¼ L2ðR3; d3kÞ ð1:11Þ
denote the Hilbert space of one-particle states of a bosonic particle, i.e., of a ‘‘scalar
photon’’ or ‘‘phonon’’. The variable kAR3 is the wave vector or momentum of the
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particle (throughout this paper, the velocity of light, c; and Planck’s constant, _; are
set equal to 1). Bosonic Fock space, F; over h is deﬁned by
F :¼ "N
n¼0
Snh
#n; ð1:12Þ
where Sn is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace of totally symmetric n-
particle wave functions contained in the n-fold tensor product of h; and S0h
#0 :¼
CfOg; where O is the so-called vacuum vector in F: Vectors CAF can be identiﬁed
with sequences ðcnÞNn¼0 of n-particle wave functions, cnðk1;y; knÞ; which are totally
symmetric in their n arguments, and c0AC: The scalar product of two vectors C and
F is given by
/C jFS :¼
XN
n¼0
Z Yn
j¼1
d3kj cnðk1;y; knÞ jnðk1;y; knÞ: ð1:13Þ
With each function jAh one associates an annihilation operator aðjÞ deﬁned as
follows. For C ¼ ðcnÞNn¼0AF with the property that cn ¼ 0; for all but ﬁnitely many
n; the vector aðjÞC is deﬁned to correspond to the sequence ðZnÞNn¼0 of n-particle
wave functions given by
Znðk1;y; knÞ :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n þ 1
p Z
d3k jðkÞcnþ1ðk; k1;y; knÞ ð1:14Þ
and
aðjÞO :¼ 0: ð1:15Þ
These equations deﬁne a closable operator aðjÞ whose closure is also denoted by
aðjÞ: The creation operator aðjÞ is deﬁned to be the adjoint of aðjÞ with respect to
the scalar product deﬁned in Eq. (1.13). Since aðjÞ is anti-linear, and aðjÞ is linear
in j; we may write
aðjÞ ¼
Z
d3k jðkÞaðkÞ; aðjÞ ¼
Z
d3k jðkÞaðkÞ; ð1:16Þ
where aðkÞ and aðkÞ are unbounded, operator-valued distributions. They are well-
known to obey the canonical commutation relations (CCR):
½a#ðkÞ; a#ðk0Þ ¼ 0; ½aðkÞ; aðk0Þ ¼ d3ðk  k0Þ; ð1:17Þ
where a# ¼ a or a:
In this paper, we are interested in the dynamics of bosonic particles of mass zero.
The energy, oðkÞ; of such a particle with wave vector k is
oðkÞ ¼ jkj: ð1:18Þ
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The energy of a conﬁguration of n non-interacting particles with wave vectors
k1;y; kn is given by
Pn
j¼1 oðkjÞ: We deﬁne the free-field Hamiltonian, Hf ; such
that the vector HfC; with C ¼ ðcnÞNn¼0 ðcn ¼ 0; except for ﬁnitely many n; and
cnðk1;y; knÞ of rapid decrease in k1;y; kn), corresponds to the sequence ðjnÞNn¼0 of
n-particle wave functions given by
jnðk1;y; knÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
oðkjÞ
 !
cnðk1;y; knÞ: ð1:19Þ
One veriﬁes that Hf deﬁnes a positive, self-adjoint operator on F with purely
absolutely continuous spectrum, except for a simple eigenvalue 0 corresponding to
the eigenvector O (the vacuum vector). In terms of creation and annihilation
operators, Hf is given by
Hf ¼
Z
d3k aðkÞoðkÞaðkÞ; ð1:20Þ
where the right side can be understood as a weak integral.
The state space,H; of the composition of the small and the large system is given
by the tensor product of their state spaces, i.e.,
H ¼Hel#F: ð1:21Þ
As an example of a Hamiltonian, H; for the coupled system we consider
Hg ¼ H0 þ Vg; ð1:22Þ
where
H0 ¼ Hel þ Hf ; ð1:23Þ
and the interaction operator is, for simplicity, chosen to be linear in a and a;
Vg ¼ g
Z
kðkÞ d3k
jkj1=2
fsaðkÞ þ sþaðkÞg: ð1:24Þ
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Here, s7 ¼ 12ðs18is2Þ are the usual raising and lowering operators, k ¼ kðkÞ is a
real function with the property that
jjkjjm :¼
Z
d3k
jkj3þ2m jkðkÞj
2
 !1=2
oN ð1:25Þ
for some (arbitrarily small, but) strictly positive m40; and gX0 is a coupling
constant. In the following, we ﬁx jjkjjm ¼ 1 and vary g: It is easy to see that, for
arbitrary g; the operator Vg is a symmetric operator and bounded relative to H0; in
the sense of Kato [12], with an arbitrarily small constant. Thus H is self-adjoint on
the domain of H0:
We are interested in properties of the spectrum of H: The spectrum of H0 is
understood completely. It contains two simple eigenvalues, e and e; e ¼ inf sðH0Þ
is at the bottom of a branch of continuous spectrum covering ½e;NÞ; e is thus an
eigenvalue embedded in absolutely continuous spectrum and is a threshold for a
branch of continuous spectrum covering ½e;NÞ: We are interested in the fate of the
eigenvalues e; e and the nature of the spectrum of Hg when the perturbation Vg is
added to H0: It is clear that standard methods of perturbation theory will not enable
us to ﬁnd solutions to these problems, no matter how small g is. In Section 3, we
illustrate the power of the smooth Feshbach map by solving the above problems with
the help of operator-theoretic renormalization group methods based on the smooth
Feshbach map.
Let A denote the generator on Fock space of momentum-space dilatations, which
can be expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operators by
A ¼ i
2
Z
d3k aðkÞfk  rk þrk  kgaðkÞ: ð1:26Þ
The operator A is self-adjoint on F: We deﬁne dilatation operators Gr by
Gr ¼ riA; 0oroN: ð1:27Þ
One veriﬁes that, for a vector C ¼ ðcnÞNn¼0AF; the image vector GrC corresponds to
the sequence ðcrnÞNn¼0 of n-particle wave functions given by
crnðk1;y; knÞ ¼ r3n=2cnðrk1;y; rknÞ: ð1:28Þ
We set
H0ðyÞ :¼ GeyH0Gey : ð1:29Þ
It is easy to see that H0ðyÞ deﬁnes an analytic family in y ¼ r þ iW (with r; WAR), and
that, for Wa0; the spectrum of H0ðr þ iWÞ consists of two separate rays of continuous
spectrum emanating from e and e; respectively, at an angle W with respect to the
positive real axis.
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For concreteness, we choose the ‘‘form factor’’ kðkÞ in Eq. (1.24) to be given by
kðkÞ ¼7const jkj2m edjkj2 ; ð1:30Þ
for some constant d40: Then
VgðyÞ ¼ GeyVgGey ; ð1:31Þ
is analytic in y; too, and hence so is the operator HgðyÞ ¼ GeyHgGey : We can thus
hope to analyze the spectrum of Hg by using complex spectral deformation
techniques in conjunction with the Feshbach map; a strategy ﬁrst proposed in this
context in [2–4]. The problem boils down to exploring the fate of the eigenvalues e
and e of H0ðr þ iWÞ; each attached to a ray of continuous spectrum, when the
perturbation Vgðr þ iWÞ is added.
We are now prepared to describe some basic results concerning the spectrum of
Hg; the proofs of which will be presented in Section 3, (except for some rather
elementary steps for which we refer to [2–4]). We assume that the form factor k in
(1.24) is given by (1.30), with jjkjjm ¼ 1; and that the coupling constant g40 is
sufﬁciently small. We then have the following results.
(a) ekðgÞ :¼ inf sðHgÞ is a simple eigenvalue of Hg: There are convergent algorithms
to determine ekðgÞ and the corresponding eigenvector, ckðgÞ; of Hg; and
lim
g-0
ekðgÞ ¼ e; lim
g-0
ckðgÞ ¼
0
1
 !
#O: ð1:32Þ
(b) The spectrum of Hg covers ½ekðgÞ;NÞ and is absolutely continuous, except for
the eigenvalue ekðgÞ:
(c) LetC and F be vectors inH which are entire vectors for the dilatation generator
A introduced in Eq. (1.26). Then the function
/C j ðz  HgÞ1FS ð1:33Þ
has an analytic continuation in z from the upper half plane across the cut
½ekðgÞ;NÞ to the lower half plane, where it has a branch-point type singularity
at a point emðgÞ; with Im emðgÞo0; which does not depend on the vectors C and
F: The interpretation of emðgÞ is of a ‘‘resonance energy’’; it can be determined
by a convergent algorithm, and
lim
g-0
emðgÞ ¼ e: ð1:34Þ
Results (a), (b) and (c) are special cases of results ﬁrst established in [2,3]. The point
of the present paper is to describe some major simplifications in the proofs arising
from the use of the smooth Feshbach map, described above, instead of the Feshbach
projection method used in [2–4]. This will form the main contents of Section 3.
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The ﬁrst step in the proof of (a) is to apply the smooth Feshbach map Fwk to the
Feshbach pair
ðH ¼ Hg; T ¼ H0Þ; ð1:35Þ
where
wk :¼ Pk#sin
p
2
YðHf Þ
h i
; ð1:36Þ
Pk is the orthogonal projection onto the eigenvector ð01Þ of Hel corresponding to the
eigenvalue e; see (1.10), and Y is a smooth, positive function on the interval ½0;NÞ;
with 0pYp1; Y  1 on ½0; 3
4
; and Y  0 on ½1;NÞ:
Using arguments very similar to ones in [2,3], see also [1] for some details, one
veriﬁes that ðHg; H0Þ is indeed a Feshbach pair, in the sense that Properties (1.2)–
(1.5) hold, and that FwkðHg; H0Þ; restricted to the subspace Ran ðPk#1½Hfo1Þ; ﬁts
into the general framework developed in Section 3.1; see Formulas (3.1)–(3.9); (here
1½xor is the characteristic function of the interval ðN; rÞ; for any rARÞ: We shall
not present the details of this veriﬁcation in this paper, but refer the reader to [2,1].
To start with the proofs of (b) and (c), one applies the smooth Feshbach map Fwm
to the Feshbach pair
ðH ¼ HgðiWÞ; T ¼ H0ðiWÞÞ; ð1:37Þ
for some W40; where
wm ¼ Pm#sin
p
2
YðHf Þ
h i
; ð1:38Þ
and Pm is the orthogonal projection onto the eigenstate ð10Þ of Hel corresponding to
the eigenvalue e:
Again, one veriﬁes that the resulting operator FwmðHgðiWÞ; H0ðiWÞÞ ﬁts into the
general framework, Eqs. (3.1)–(3.9), of Section 3.1.
Operators on Fock space like FwkðHg; H0Þ and FwmðHgðiWÞ; H0ðiWÞÞ will be
shown to be good ‘‘initial conditions’’ for an operator-theoretic renormalization
group analysis presented, in all details, in Section 3.2.
The convergence of the renormalization ﬂow to a ﬁxed-point operator pHf is
established in Section 3.3. Finally, in Section 3.4, general results on point spectrum
and eigenvectors are proven which imply, as special cases, results (a) and (c).
The emphasis of this paper is almost entirely on the development of mathematical
tools and methods, all related to the smooth Feshbach map and its use in operator-
theoretic renormalization group methods, and not on proving optimal results on
concrete physical models. Our main concern is to present the smooth Feshbach map,
to describe its general properties, and to illustrate its power on a general class of
examples of operators on Fock space. In a companion paper [1], we shall apply our
new tools to a technically more demanding, concrete ﬁeld-theoretical model.
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2. The smooth Feshbach map
In this section, we present a new mathematical tool to analyze the spectral
properties of a given closed operator H on Hilbert space, which we will refer to as
the smooth Feshbach map. Its deﬁnition involves choosing an auxiliary operator, w:
Given w; the smooth Feshbach map is a map deﬁned on pairs, ðH; TÞ; of closed
operators on Hilbert space. The operators ðH; TÞ are referred to as a Feshbach pair.
Feshbach pairs are of key importance in our analysis. Together with the Feshbach
theorem, the smooth Feshbach map provides a general method for the spectral
analysis of H by spectrally analyzing a related operator that acts on a Hilbert
subspace which can be conveniently picked. The Feshbach map in its initial form has
been successfully used for the construction of an operator-theoretic renormalization
group for the rigorous analysis of Hamiltonian quantum ﬁeld theories in [2,3].
The smooth Feshbach map is a variant that uses smooth cutoff operators (in the
sense of the spectral theorem) instead of projectors. It inherits all the useful
properties of the standard Feshbach map, but is, in addition, signiﬁcantly better
behaved with respect to derivatives.
2.1. Feshbach pairs and the Feshbach theorem
Let w be a positive operator on a separable Hilbert space H whose norm is
bounded by one, 0pwp1: We assume that w and w :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 w2
p
are non-zero. Let H
and T be two closed operators onH with coinciding domains, domðHÞ ¼ domðTÞ;
and assume that w and w leave domðTÞ invariant and commute with T : We set
W :¼ H  T and deﬁne
Ww :¼ wWw; Ww :¼ wWw; ð2:1Þ
Hw :¼ T þ Ww; Hw :¼ T þ Ww: ð2:2Þ
We remark that the domains of Ww; Ww; Hw; and Hw all contain domðTÞ:
Furthermore, we assume that Hw is bounded invertible on Ran w and that
jHwj1=2U1wWw and wWwjHwj1=2 extend to bounded operators on H and Ran w;
respectively,
H1w
  
B½Ran w
; jHwj1=2U1wWw
  
B½H
; wWwjHwj1=2
  
B½Ran w;H
oN; ð2:3Þ
where Hw ¼ U jHwj is the polar decomposition on Ran w: Given w; any pair ðH; TÞ of
operators on H possessing these properties is called a Feshbach pair corresponding
to w:
A typical example of a Feshbach pair is provided by a perturbed Hamiltonian of
the form Hg ¼ TðAÞ þ gW ; where A is a self-adjoint operator onH; T :¼ TðAÞ and
w :¼ wðAÞ are deﬁned by functional calculus, and jgj51 is a small coupling constant.
(In abuse of notation, we denote by T and w both the operators TðAÞ; wðAÞ on H
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and the functions T ; w :R-C:) For a given ‘‘spectral parameter’’ lAC and a number
r40; the function wACNðR; ½0; 1Þ is chosen such that w :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 w2
p
is supported in
the region where jTðÞ  ljXr: Then, clearly, T is invertible on Ran w; and
ðT  lÞ1
  
Ran w
¼ sup jTðrÞ  lj1 j rAsupp w
n o
pr1: ð2:4Þ
If the perturbation W is form bounded by jTðAÞj; and jgj5r is sufﬁciently small,
then a Neumann series expansion shows that T  lþ Ww is bounded invertible
on Ran w; as well, and jT  lþ Wwj1=2wWw and wWwjT  lþ Wwj1=2 extend to
bounded operators on H and Ran w: Thus, choosing w  wðAÞ; ðHg  l; TðAÞ  lÞ
deﬁnes a Feshbach pair on H: We remark that the spectral parameter l affects the
construction of the Feshbach pair in this example, as Hg and TðAÞ are shifted by l;
and the construction of wðAÞ may have a non-linear dependence on l: In fact, the
smooth Feshbach map is non-linear in l:
The smooth Feshbach map ðSFMÞ maps Feshbach pairs, ðH; TÞ; to operators on
H by
ðH; TÞ/FwðH; TÞ :¼ T þ Ww  wWwH1w wWw: ð2:5Þ
We furthermore deﬁne
QwðH; TÞ :¼ w wH1w wWw; ð2:6Þ
Q#w ðH; TÞ :¼ w wWwH1w w: ð2:7Þ
Note that QwðH; TÞABðRan w;HÞ and Q#w ðH; TÞABðH;Ran wÞ deﬁne two
bounded operators.
The smooth Feshbach map of H is isospectral to H in the sense of the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (SFM). Let 0pwp1 and ðH; TÞ be a Feshbach pair corresponding to w
on a separable Hilbert space H: Then we have the following results.
(i) H is bounded invertible on H if and only if FwðH; TÞ is bounded invertible on
Ran w: In this case
H1 ¼ QwðH; TÞFwðH; TÞ1Q#w ðH; TÞ þ wH1w w; ð2:8Þ
FwðH; TÞ1 ¼ wH1wþ wT1w: ð2:9Þ
(ii) If cAH\f0g solves Hc ¼ 0 then j :¼ wcARan w\f0g solves FwðH; TÞj ¼ 0:
(iii) If jARan w\f0g solves FwðH; TÞj ¼ 0 then c :¼ QwðH; TÞjAH\f0g solves
Hc ¼ 0:
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(iv) The multiplicity of the spectral value f0g is conserved in the sense that
dimKer H ¼ dimKer FwðH; TÞ:
(v) Assume, in addition, that H ¼ H and T ¼ T are self-adjoint, and introduce the
bounded operators
M :¼ H1w wWw and ð2:10Þ
N :¼ ð1þ MMÞ1=2: ð2:11Þ
Then, for any cAH;
lim
er0
Im/c j ðH  ieÞ1cS
¼ lim
er0
Im/NQwðH; TÞc j ðNFwðH; TÞN  ieÞ1NQwðH; TÞcS ð2:12Þ
and
lim
er0
Im/c j ðNFwðH; TÞN  ieÞ1cS
¼ lim
er0
Im/wN1c j ðH  ieÞ1wN1cS: ð2:13Þ
Remark 2.2. We remark that the original Feshbach map [2,3], or
Feshbach projection method, is included in the framework of the smooth Feshbach
map as the special case in which w ¼ w2 and w ¼ 1 w are projections. Namely,
given H and projections P; P ¼ 1 P; and assuming that PHP is invertible
on Ran P; we set T :¼ PHP þ PHP and observe that ðH; aTÞ is a Feshbach
pair corresponding to P; for any 0pap1: We then obtain the (original) Feshbach
Map as
F
ð0Þ
P ðHÞ :¼ PHP  PHPðPHPÞ1PHP ¼ PFPðH; aTÞP; ð2:14Þ
independently of a:
Proof. Throughout the proof, we use the notation F :¼ FwðH; TÞ; Q :¼ QwðH; TÞ;
and Q# :¼ Q#w ðH; TÞ: We observe the relations
Hw ¼ wHw þ w2Ww and Hw ¼ wHw þ w2Ww; ð2:15Þ
which follow from w2 þ w2 ¼ 1: The next two identities,
HQ ¼ wF and Q#H ¼ Fw; ð2:16Þ
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are of key importance in the proof. They both derive from a simple computation,
which we give only for the ﬁrst equality in (2.16),
HQ ¼Hw HwH1w wWw
¼ wHw þ w2Ww ðwHw þ w2WwÞH1w wWw
¼ wF : ð2:17Þ
Proof of (i). It sufﬁces to check that (2.8) holds if F is bounded invertible on Ran w
and that (2.9) holds if H is bounded invertible on H:
Thus, suppose ﬁrst that the restriction of F to Ran w is bounded invertible on
Ran w; and deﬁne
R :¼ QF1Q# þ wH1w w: ð2:18Þ
Using (2.16) and (2.15), we obtain
HR ¼HQF1Q# þ ðwHw þ w2WwÞH1w w
¼ wQ# þ w2 þ w2WwH1w w
¼ w2 þ w2 ¼ 1; ð2:19Þ
and, similarly, RH ¼ 1: Thus R ¼ H1; and (2.8) holds true.
Conversely, suppose that H is bounded invertible, and deﬁne
R˜ :¼ wH1wþ wT1w: ð2:20Þ
Then, using again (2.15) and (2.16), we obtain
FR˜ ¼FwH1wþ FwT1w
¼Q#wþ HwwT1w wWwH1w wWwwT1w
¼ w2  wWwH1w wwþ w2 þ WwwT1w wWwH1w wWwwT1w
¼ 1 wWwH1w wwþ WwwT1w wWwH1w wWwwT1w
¼ 1 wWwfH1w  T1 þ H1w wWwT1gww
¼ 1; ð2:21Þ
where we use the second resolvent identity and the fact that T ; w and w commute to
derive the last equality. Similarly, one checks that R˜F ¼ 1: Thus F is (globally)
invertible onH with inverse F1 ¼ R˜: Denoting by P the projection onto Ran w; we
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observe that
F ¼ PFP þ P>TP> ð2:22Þ
is block-diagonal w.r.t.H ¼ Ran w"ðRan wÞ>: Hence, the global invertibility of F
on H implies the invertibility of its restriction to Ran w; proving (2.9).
Proof of (ii). If cAH\f0g solves Hc ¼ 0 then (2.16) implies that
FðwcÞ ¼ Q#Hc ¼ 0: ð2:23Þ
Furthermore, by (2.15)
0 ¼ wHc ¼ Hwwcþ wWw2c; ð2:24Þ
and hence
Qwc ¼ w2c wH1w wWw2c ¼ w2cþ w2c ¼ c: ð2:25Þ
Therefore, ca0 implies wca0:
Proof of (iii). If jARan w\f0g solves Fj ¼ 0 then (2.16) implies that
HQj ¼ wFj ¼ 0: ð2:26Þ
Denote by P the orthogonal projection onto Ran w; and note, in passing, that P and
P commute, but PPa0; unless w is a projection. Since T is invertible on Ran w; the
trivial identity F ¼ T þ wWQ implies that
P ¼ T1PT ¼ T1PðF  wWQÞ; ð2:27Þ
which, together with P
> ¼ P>Q; gives
1 ¼ P þ P> ¼ T1PF þ ðP>  T1PwWÞQ: ð2:28Þ
Applying (2.28) to j; we obtain that
j ¼ ðP>  T1PwWÞQj; ð2:29Þ
which implies that Qja0 provided ja0:
Proof of (iv). By (i), dimKer H ¼ 0 is equivalent to dimKer F ¼ 0; assuming that
ðH; TÞ is a Feshbach pair. We may therefore assume that Ker Ha0 and Ker Fa0
are both nontrivial. Eq. (2.25) shows that w : Ker H-Ker F is injective, hence
dimKer HpdimKer F ; and Eq. (2.29) shows that Q : Ker F-Ker H is injective,
hence dimKer HXdimKer F : This establishes (iv) and moreover that
w : Ker H-Ker F and Q : Ker F-Ker H are actually bijections.
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Proof of (v). By assumption, Hw  z is bounded invertible on Ran w; for z ¼ 0: Thus
the ﬁrst resolvent identity yields the existence of an open neighborhood UCC of 0
and a constant CoN such that jjwðHw  zÞ1wjjpC; for all zAU : Therefore,
ðH  z; T  zÞ deﬁnes a Feshbach pair, for all zAU :
In the proof, we abbreviate Fz :¼ FwðH  z; T  zÞ; Q :¼ QwðH; TÞ; and we recall
that M; N are deﬁned as in (2.10) and (2.11), corresponding to z ¼ 0: Our ﬁrst goal is
to show that, for any cAH;
lim
er0
Im/c j F1ie cS ¼ limer0 Im/Nc j ðNF0N  ieÞ
1
NcS: ð2:30Þ
To this end, we compute the difference between Fie and F0  ie;
Fie  F0 þ ie
¼ wWwðHw  ieÞ1wWwþ wWwH1w wWw
¼ iewWwðHw  ieÞ1H1w wWw
¼ iewWwH2w wWwþ e2wWwH1w ðHw  ieÞ1H1w wWw
¼ ieMM þ e2MðHw  ieÞ1M
¼ ieMM þ e2MH1w M þ ie3MðHw  ieÞ1H1w M: ð2:31Þ
Taking into account that N2 ¼ 1þ MM; this is equivalent to
Fie  F0 þ ieN2 ¼ e2MH1w M þ ie3MðHw  ieÞ1H1w M: ð2:32Þ
Multiplying (2.32) by F1ie from the left and by ðF0  ieN2Þ1 from the right, we
obtain
F1ie  ðF0  ieN2Þ1 ¼  e2F1ie MH1w MðF0  ieN2Þ1
þ ie3F1ie MðHw  ieÞ1H1w MðF0  ieN2Þ1: ð2:33Þ
Since jjF1ie jj ¼ Oðe1Þ and jjðF0  ieN2Þ1jj ¼ Oðe1Þ; as well, we have that
jjF1ie  ðF0  ieN2Þ1jj ¼ Oð1Þ and ð2:34Þ
jjie3F1ie MðHw  ieÞ1H1w MðF0  ieN2Þ1jj ¼ OðeÞ: ð2:35Þ
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Eq. (2.35) implies that the second term on the right side of (2.33) can be neglected, as
e-0; i.e.,
lim
er0
Im/c j fF1ie  ðF0  ieN2Þ1gcS
¼  lim
er0
fe2 Im/c j F1ie MH1w MðF0  ieN2Þ1cSg: ð2:36Þ
Thanks to (2.34) and the bound jjðF0  ieN2Þ1jj ¼ Oðe1Þ; we may further replace
F1ie by ðF0  ieN2Þ1 on the right side of (2.36). That is,
lim
er0
Im/c j fF1ie  ðF0  ieN2Þ1gcS
¼  lim
er0
fe2 Im/c j ðF0  ieN2Þ1MH1w MðF0  ieN2Þ1cSg
¼ lim
er0
Im MN
e
NF0N þ ieNc H
1
w MN
e
NF0N  ieNc

 
: ð2:37Þ
Finally, we use the fact that eðNF0N7ieÞ1 converges strongly to 8iPKer NF0N ;
where PKer NF0N denotes the projection onto the kernel of NF0N: Hence, the limit,
as er0; of the matrix element on the right side of (2.37) is real, and we arrive at
(2.30), i.e.,
lim
er0
Im/c j F1ie cS ¼ limer0 Im/Nc j ðNF0N  ieÞ
1
NcS: ð2:38Þ
In order to establish Eq. (2.13), we combine (2.30) (or (2.38)) with (2.9) and obtain
lim
er0
Im/c j ðNF0N  ieÞ1cS ¼ lim
er0
Im/N1c j F1ie N1cS
¼ lim
er0
Im/wN1c j ðH  ieÞ1wN1cS
þ Im/wN1c j T1wN1cS
¼ lim
er0
Im/wN1c j ðH  ieÞ1wN1cS: ð2:39Þ
The proof of Eq. (2.12) is similar. We use again (2.30) together with (2.8), which
yields
lim
er0
Im/c j ðH  ieÞ1cS
¼ lim
er0
Im/Qc j F1ie QcSþ Im/wc j H1w wcS
¼ lim
er0
Im/Qc j F1ie QcS
¼ lim
er0
Im/NQc j ðNF0N  ieÞ1NQcS: & ð2:40Þ
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2.2. Iterated applications of the smooth Feshbach map
In this section we study iterated applications of the smooth Feshbach map.
To motivate our study, we recall from (2.14) that the Feshbach map F
ð0Þ
P ðHÞ
corresponding to a projection P and an operator H is given by F
ð0Þ
P ðHÞ ¼
PHP  PHPðPHPÞ1PHP; where P :¼ 1 P; and we assume that PHP is invertible
on Ran P: In this case, Eq. (2.9) is equivalent to
F
ð0Þ
P ðHÞ1 ¼ PH1P; ð2:41Þ
provided H is invertible, where F
ð0Þ
P ðHÞ is deﬁned in (2.14). This identity immediately
implies the following composition property:
F
ð0Þ
P 3 F
ð0Þ
Q ¼ F ð0ÞPQ ð2:42Þ
for commuting projections P and Q; assuming that the Feshbach maps are
applicable.
The purpose of this section is to develop a generalization of (2.42) to the smooth
Feshbach map. To this end, we consider a pair of commuting, positive operators
bounded by unity, 0pw1; w2p1; and the corresponding complementary operators
wj :¼ ð1 w2j Þ1=2: Furthermore, we set w12 :¼ w1w2 ¼ w2w1 and w12 :¼ ð1 w212Þ1=2:
Thus, we have
w21 þ w21 ¼ w22 þ w22 ¼ w212 þ w212 ¼ 1: ð2:43Þ
We suppose to be given operators H; T1; and T12; where T1 and T12 commute with
w1; w2; w1; w2 and thus also with w12; w12: We assume that H; T1; and T12 have the
appropriate invertibility properties such that
ðH; T1Þ and ðH; T12Þ ð2:44Þ
deﬁne Feshbach pairs corresponding to w1 and w12; respectively. Denoting F1 :¼
Fw1ðH; T1Þ; we further assume that there is a choice for an operator T2 (possibly
depending on F1Þ; commuting with w2; such that
ðF1; T2Þ ð2:45Þ
deﬁnes a Feshbach pair corresponding to w2: We then have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that ðH; T1Þ; ðH; T12Þ and ðF1; T2Þ; defined in (2.44) and (2.45)
above, are three Feshbach pairs corresponding to w1; w12; and w2; respectively, on a
separable Hilbert space H: Then
Fw12ðH; T12Þ ¼ Fw2ðF1; T2Þ ð2:46Þ
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if, and only if,
T112 w
2
12 ¼ T11 w21w22 þ ðT2ðF1ÞÞ1w22: ð2:47Þ
In this case, we have
Qw12ðH; T12Þ ¼ Qw1ðH; T1ÞQw2ðF1; T2Þ; ð2:48Þ
Q#w12ðH; T12Þ ¼ Q#w2ðF1; T2ÞQ#w1ðH; T1Þ: ð2:49Þ
If, in addition, w1w2 ¼ w2 holds then Eqs. (2.46) and (2.47) are equivalent to
T12 ¼ T2ðF1Þ ð2:50Þ
on Ran w2; and, for any bounded operator A with Aw1 ¼ w1A ¼ 0; we have
AQw12ðH; T12Þ ¼ AQw2ðF1; T2Þ and Qw12ðH; T12Þ ¼ Qw2ðF1; T2Þ: ð2:51Þ
Remark 2.4. We observe that F
ð0Þ
P ðHÞ is determined by the projection P and the
operator H; whereas the second ‘‘input parameter’’ of a Feshbach pair is a derived
quantity in this case, T ¼ PHP þ PHP: In contrast, there is, a priori, no preferred
choice for T in the smooth Feshbach map—T is merely required to commute with w
and w: While this yields great ﬂexibility for choosing T ; the requirement (2.47) is
rather restrictive, and it is not clear, in general, that a choice for T1; T12; and T2
fulﬁlling (2.47) exists, at all. In this sense, the smooth Feshbach map does not possess
any natural composition property.
Proof. We may assume that H is invertible; otherwise, we pass to He :¼ UðjHj þ e1Þ;
where H ¼ U jHj is a polar decomposition of H with U unitary. Clearly, He is
invertible, for any e40: Since He-H in norm resolvent sense, as e-0;
ðHe; T1Þ; ðHe; T12Þ; ðF e1; T2Þ ð2:52Þ
deﬁne Feshbach pairs corresponding to w1; w12; and w2; for e40 sufﬁciently
small, where F e1 :¼ Fw1ðHe; T1Þ: Moreover, we have Fw1ðHe; T1Þ-Fw1ðH; T1Þ;
Fw12ðHe; T12Þ-Fw12ðH; T12Þ; and Fw2ðF e1; T2Þ-Fw2ðF1; T2Þ; as e-0: Thus, it sufﬁces
to prove (2.46) and(2.47) for e40:
Assuming that H is invertible, we may apply (2.9) which yields
Fw1ðH; T1Þ1 ¼ F11 ¼ w1H1w1 þ T11 w21; ð2:53Þ
Fw12ðH; T12Þ1 ¼ w12H1w12 þ T112 w212; ð2:54Þ
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Fw2ðF1; T2Þ1 ¼ w2F11 w2 þ ðT2ðF1ÞÞ1w22
¼ w2w1H1w1w2 þ w2T11 w21w2 þ ðT2ðF1ÞÞ1w22
¼ w12H1w12 þ T11 w21w22 þ ðT2ðF1ÞÞ1w22: ð2:55Þ
Thus, the difference between Fw12ðH; T12Þ1 and Fw2ðF1; T2Þ1 vanishes if and only if
(2.47) holds true.
To prove identities (2.48) and (2.49) we again assume invertibility of H: We ﬁrst
apply (2.16) to the Feshbach pairs ðH; T1Þ and ðF1; T2Þ and obtain
F1Qw2ðF1; T2Þ ¼ w2Fw2ðF1; T2Þ; Qw1ðH; T1ÞF11 ¼ H1w1: ð2:56Þ
We then derive (2.48) by applying (2.16) to the Feshbach pair ðH; T12Þ and by using
(2.46), which yields
Qw12ðH; T12Þ ¼H1w12Fw12ðH; T12Þ ¼ H1w1w2Fw2ðF1; T2Þ
¼Qw1ðH; T1ÞQw2ðF1; T2Þ: ð2:57Þ
The proof of (2.49) is analogous, of course; and the remaining Eqs. (2.50) and (2.51)
are obvious. &
2.3. Derivations and the smooth Feshbach map
In a variety of applications it is necessary to discuss derivatives of the smooth
Feshbach map with respect to scalar and operator-valued variables and commu-
tators with respect to operators and operator-valued distributions (see, e.g., [6]).
Both are instances of derivations, which are deﬁned as follows.
LetH be a separable Hilbert space andDDH a dense subspace ofH; and denote
by LðD;HÞ the vector space of (not necessarily bounded) linear operators from D
to H: A derivation d is a linear map domðdÞ-LðD;HÞ; deﬁned on a subspace
domðdÞCLðD;HÞ which obeys Leibniz’ rule. More explicitly, if A; BAdomðdÞ;
Ran BDD; Ran dðBÞDD; and ABAdomðdÞ; then
dðABÞ ¼ dðAÞB þ AdðBÞ: ð2:58Þ
Note that Leibniz’ rule (2.58) and 1 ¼ 12 implies that dð1Þ ¼ 0: Likewise, if
AAdomðdÞ is invertible then 1 ¼ AA1 implies that A1AdomðdÞ and
dðA1Þ ¼ A1dðAÞA1: ð2:59Þ
Let ðH; TÞ be a Feshbach pair corresponding to w: We assume that
H; TALðD;HÞ; where D :¼ domðHÞ ¼ domðTÞ and that H; T ; w; w and the
composition of operators in the deﬁnition of FwðH; TÞ are all contained in the
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domain, domðdÞ; of a given derivation d: This implies, in particular, that
FwðH; TÞAdomðdÞ; and we have the following identities.
Theorem 2.5. For a given Feshbach pair ðH; TÞ corresponding to w on a separable
Hilbert space H and a derivation d with the properties specified above, we have that
dðFÞ ¼Q#dðWÞQ þ Q#WðdðwÞ  dðwÞMÞ
þ ðdðwÞ  M#dðwÞÞWQ þ dðTÞ þ M#dðTÞM; ð2:60Þ
where F :¼ FwðH; TÞ; Q :¼ QwðH; TÞ; Q# :¼ Q#w ðH; TÞ; M :¼ H1w wWw and M# :
¼ wWwH1w : In particular, if dðwÞ ¼ dðTÞ ¼ 0 then
dðFÞ ¼ Q#dðHÞQ: ð2:61Þ
Proof. To verify (2.60), we observe that Q ¼ w wM and Q# ¼ w M#w: Applying
Leibniz’ rule, we obtain that
dðFÞ ¼ dðTÞ þ wdðWÞwþ dðwÞWwþ wWdðwÞ
 dðwÞWwM  wdðWÞwM  wWdðwÞM
 M#dðwÞWw M#wdðWÞw M#wWdðwÞ
 wWwdðH1w ÞwWw: ð2:62Þ
Application of (2.59) to the last line of (2.62) gives
wWwdðH1w ÞwWw ¼M#dðTÞM þ M#wdðWÞwM
þ M#dðwÞWwM þ M#wWdðwÞM: ð2:63Þ
Inserting (2.63) into (2.62), we obtain that
dðFÞ ¼ ðw M#wÞdðWÞðw wMÞ þ ðw M#wÞWdðwÞ
þ dðwÞWðw wMÞ  ðw M#wÞWdðwÞM
 M#dðwÞWðw wMÞ þ dðTÞ þ M#dðTÞM
¼Q#dðWÞQ þ Q#WðdðwÞ  dðwÞMÞ
þ ðdðwÞ  M#dðwÞÞWQ þ dðTÞ þ M#dðTÞM; ð2:64Þ
as asserted. Here we use that dðwÞ ¼ 0 and w ¼ ð1 w2Þ1=2 imply that dðwÞ ¼ 0; as
well. &
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Typical examples of derivations are commutators, dBðAÞ :¼ ½B; A; for a ﬁxed
operator B; and derivatives with respect to parameters. In particular, if z/HðzÞ is
an analytic family, and T and w are independent of z; then (2.61) implies that
FwðHðzÞ; TÞ is analytic, too, because
@zFwðHðzÞ; TÞ ¼ Q#w ðHðzÞ; TÞ ð@zHðzÞÞ QwðHðzÞ; TÞ ¼ 0; ð2:65Þ
in this case. For examples of applications of derivations, we refer the reader to [3,6].
In a forthcoming publication, derivations play a crucial role in the analysis of the
Nelson model at total momentum Ptot ¼ 0:
3. The renormalization group based on the smooth Feshbach map
In this section we develop an operator-theoretic renormalization group (RG)
transformation based on the smooth Feshbach map and compare it to the one in
[2,3], which was based on the Feshbach (projection) map. It has been applied to
spectral problems of quantum electrodynamics with non-relativistic matter in [2–4].
The renormalization transformation is homothetic to an isospectral map deﬁned
on a subset of a suitable Banach space of Hamiltonians with a certain contraction
property. Its contraction property insures that the iteration of the renormalization
transformation converges to a ﬁxed-point (limiting) Hamiltonian, whose spectral
analysis is particularly simple. Thanks to the isospectrality of the renormalization
map, certain properties of the spectrum of the initial Hamiltonian can be studied by
analyzing the limiting Hamiltonian.
In the following sections, we make use of the deﬁnitions and notation introduced
in Section 1, Eqs. (1.11)–(1.20).
3.1. A Banach space of Hamiltonians
To deﬁne the renormalization transformation we shall ﬁrst construct a Banach
space of Hamiltonians on which it can be deﬁned. Let
Hred :¼ Ran 1½Hfo1  1½Hfo1FCF ð3:1Þ
be the spectral subspace corresponding to photon energies less than 1. Our goal is to
study Hamiltonians HAB½Hred of the form
H ¼ T ½Hf  þ W  E  1; ð3:2Þ
where EAC is a complex number, TAC1ðIÞ is a continuously differentiable function
on I :¼ ½0; 1 with T ½0 ¼ 0; and T ½Hf AB½Hred is deﬁned by functional calculus.
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Moreover, W ¼PmþnX1 Wm;n; with
Wm;n Wm;n½wm;n
:¼Pred
Z
Bmþn
1
dK ðm;nÞ
jK ðm;nÞj1=2
aðkðmÞÞwm;n½Hf ; K ðm;nÞaðk˜ðnÞÞPred; ð3:3Þ
where B1 denotes the unit ball in R
d ; and Pred is a shorthand for 1½Hfo1: We use the
notation
kðmÞ :¼ ðk1;y; kmÞARdm; k˜ðnÞ :¼ ðk˜1;y; k˜nÞARdn; ð3:4Þ
K ðm;nÞ :¼ ðkðmÞ; k˜ðnÞÞ; dK ðm;nÞ :¼
Ym
i¼1
ddki
Yn
i¼1
ddk˜i; ð3:5Þ
aðkðmÞÞ :¼
Ym
i¼1
aðkiÞ; aðk˜ðnÞÞ :¼
Yn
i¼1
aðk˜iÞ; ð3:6Þ
jK ðm;nÞj :¼ jkðmÞj  jk˜ðnÞj; jkðmÞj :¼ jk1j?jkmj; ð3:7Þ
S½kðmÞ :¼ jk1j þ?þ jkmj: ð3:8Þ
The function wm;n½; K ðm;nÞAC1ðIÞ is continuously differentiable on I ; pointwise, for
almost every K ðm;nÞABðmþnÞ1 ; its derivative is denoted by @rwm;n: As a function of
K ðm;nÞ; it is totally symmetric w.r.t. the variables kðmÞ ¼ ðk1;y; kmÞ and k˜ðnÞ ¼
ðk˜1;y; k˜nÞ and obeys the L2-norm bound
jjwm;njj#m :¼ jjwm;njjm þ jj@rwm;njjmoN; ð3:9Þ
where
jjwm;njjm :¼
Z
Bmþn
1
dKðm;nÞ
jK ðm;nÞj3þ2m suprAI jwm;n½r; K
ðm;nÞj2
 !1=2
ð3:10Þ
for some m40: The Banach space of these functions is denoted byW#m;n: Moreover,
Wm;n½wm;n stresses the dependence of Wm;n on wm;n:
The following basic bound links the L2-norm deﬁned in (3.10) to the operator
norm on B½Hred and hence gives an unambiguous meaning to H:
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Theorem 3.1. Fix m40 and m; nAN0 such that m þ nX1: Suppose that wm;nAWm;n;
and let Wm;n :¼ Wm;n½wm;n be as defined in (3.3). Then on Hred
jjWm;njjoppjjðP>O Hf Þm=2Wm;nðP>O Hf Þn=2jjopp
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mmnn
p jjwm;njjm; ð3:11Þ
where jj  jjop denotes the operator norm on B½Hred; PO :¼ jOS/Oj is the orthogonal
projection onto the vacuum vector in F; and P>O :¼ 1 PO:
Before turning to the proof of Theorem 3.1 we recall a very useful identity, the
Pull-Through Formula (and its adjoint relation),
aðkÞF ½Hf  ¼ F ½Hf þ jkjaðkÞ and F ½Hf aðkÞ ¼ aðkÞF ½Hf þ jkj; ð3:12Þ
which holds on Hred in the sense of operator-valued distributions, for every
bounded, measurable function F : The Pull-Through Formula (3.12) has the
following consequence:
Lemma 3.2. For cAHred; mX1; a40; and kðmÞ in Bm1 ;
jjaðkðmÞÞcjjpmamjkðmÞjajjaðkðmÞÞcjj: ð3:13Þ
Proof. For arbitrary c ¼ 1½Hfo1c ¼ 1½Hfo12c in Hred; the Pull-Through
Formula (3.12) yields
aðkðmÞÞc ¼ aðkðmÞÞ1½Hfo1c ¼ 1½Hf þ S½kðmÞo1aðkðmÞÞc
¼ 1½S½kðmÞo1aðkðmÞÞc; ð3:14Þ
where S½kðmÞ is deﬁned in (3.8). Thus (3.13) follows from the inequality
jkðmÞj ¼ jk1j  jk2j?jkmjp jk1j þ jk2j þ?þ jkmj
m
 m
¼ mmS½kðmÞm; ð3:15Þ
which relates the arithmetic to the geometric mean (we thank the referee for pointing
this out to us). &
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For c;jAHred; we estimate the matrix element
/c j Wm;njS by means of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3.2
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with a :¼ ð1=2Þ þ m;
j/c j Wm;njSj ¼
Z
Bmþn
1
dK ðm;nÞ
jK ðm;nÞj1=2
/aðkðmÞÞc j wm;n½Hf ; K ðm;nÞaðk˜ðnÞÞjS


p
Z
Bmþn
1
dK ðm;nÞ
jKðm;nÞj1=2
sup
rAI
jwm;n½r; K ðm;nÞj jjaðkðmÞÞcjj jjaðk˜ðnÞÞjjj
p 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mmnn
p
Z
Bmþn
1
dK ðm;nÞ
suprAI jwm;n½r; K ðm;nÞj
jK ðm;nÞj1þm jjaðk
ðmÞÞcjj jjaðk˜ðnÞÞjjj
pDmðcÞ
1=2
DnðjÞ1=2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mmnn
p
Z
Bmþn
1
dKðm;nÞ
jK ðm;nÞj3þ2m suprAI jwm;n½r; K
ðm;nÞj2
 !1=2
;
ð3:16Þ
where
DmðcÞ :¼
Z
Bm
1
dkðmÞjkðmÞj jjaðkðmÞÞcjj2: ð3:17Þ
Clearly, D0ðcÞ ¼ jjcjj2; and we observe that
DmðcÞ :¼
Z
Bm1
1
dkðm1Þjkðm1Þj jjH1=2f aðkðm1ÞÞP>O cjj2; ð3:18Þ
for mX1: The Pull-Through Formula (3.12) implies that
jjH1=2f aðkðm1ÞÞP>O cjj ¼ jjH1=2f aðkðm1ÞÞH1=2f H1=2f P>O cjj
¼ Hf
Hf þ S½kðm1Þ
 1=2
aðkðm1ÞÞH1=2f P>O c




p jjaðkðm1ÞÞH1=2f P>O cjj: ð3:19Þ
Hence, for mX1; we have
DmðcÞpDm1ðH1=2f P>O cÞp?pD0ðHm=2f P>O cÞ ¼ jjðHf P>O Þm=2cjj2: ð3:20Þ
Since D0ðcÞ ¼ jjcjj2; Eq. (3.20) also holds for m ¼ 0 and thus all mX0: Inserting
(3.20) into (3.16), we obtain
j/c j Wm;njSjpmm=2nn=2jjwm;njjmjjðHf P>O Þm=2cjj jjðHf P>O Þn=2jjj; ð3:21Þ
from which the right inequality in (3.11) follows immediately. Using, moreover,
that 0pHfp1 on Hred; the left inequality in (3.11) is also a direct consequence
of (3.21). &
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Theorem 3.1 says that the ﬁniteness of jjwm;njjm insures that Wm;n deﬁnes a
bounded operator on B½Hred: In order to be able to add up all components Wm;n of
W ; we ﬁx two numbers m40; 0oxo1; and deﬁne the Banach space
W#X1 :¼ "
mþnX1
W#m;n; ð3:22Þ
to consist of all sequences w :¼ ðwm;nÞmþnX1 obeying
jjwjj#m;x :¼
X
mþnX1
xðmþnÞjjwm;njj#moN: ð3:23Þ
Note that W#X1 depends on the two parameters m40 and 0oxo1:
Next we deﬁne the Banach spaces
T :¼ fAC1ðIÞ f ð0Þ ¼ 0; jj f jjT :¼ sup
rAI
j f 0ðrÞjoN

 
; ð3:24Þ
W#0;0 :¼ w0;0AC1ðIÞ jjw0;0jj#m :¼ jjw0;0jjm þ jj@rw0;0jjmoN
n o; ð3:25Þ
where jjw0;0jjm :¼ suprAI jw0;0½rj: We observe that there is a natural bijection
W#0;0-C"T; w0;0/w0;0½0"ðw0;0  w0;0½0Þ: ð3:26Þ
We shall henceforth not distinguish between W#0;0 and C"T: We write
W0;0½w0;0 :¼ w0;0½Hf AB½Hred:
Deﬁning
W#X0 :¼ "
mþnX0
W#m;n ¼ C"T" "
mþnX1
W#m;n
 
; ð3:27Þ
with the norm
jjwjj#m;x :¼
X
mþnX0
xðmþnÞjjwm;njj#moN; ð3:28Þ
we observe that any sequence w :¼ ðwm;nÞmþnX0 in W#X0 deﬁnes an operator of the
form (3.2) on Hred by setting
HðwÞ :¼
X
mþnX0
Wm;n½w
¼ ðw0;0½Hf   w0;0½0Þ þ w0;0½0  1þ
X
mþnX1
Wm;n½w; ð3:29Þ
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where we write Wm;n½w :¼ Wm;n½wm;n: Note that
HðwÞ ¼ T ½Hf   E  1þ W ð3:290Þ
with T ½r :¼ w0;0½0; E :¼ w0;0½0; and W :¼
P
mþnX1 Wm;n½w: Next, we derive a
corollary of Theorem 3.1 which gives meaning to (3.29) and shows that
H :W#mþnX0-B½Hred is an embedding. Furthermore, we demonstrate that this
embedding is injective.
Theorem 3.3. For any m40 and 0oxo1; the map H :W#X0-B½Hred defines an
injective embedding, the subspace HðW#X0ÞDB½Hred is closed, and we have the
operator norm estimates
jjHðwÞjjoppjjwjj#m;x ð3:30Þ
for any w ¼ ðwm;nÞmþnX0AW#X0; and
jjHðwÞjjoppxjjwjj#m;x ð3:31Þ
for any w ¼ ðwm;nÞmþnX1AW#X1:
Proof. The estimates (3.30) and (3.31) follow directly from Theorem 3.1, using that
0oxo1: Eq. (3.30) immediately implies the closedness of HðW#X0ÞDB½Hred:
The injectivity of H is more subtle. We observe that by linearity, it sufﬁces to show
that if HðwÞ ¼ 0 then w ¼ 0:
We ﬁrst prove that if HðwÞ ¼ 0 then w0;0 ¼ 0: To this end, we pick a function
fACN0 ½B1;Rþ; with
R j f ðxÞj2 ddx ¼ 1; and deﬁne fe;kðxÞ :¼ ed=2f ðe1ðx  kÞÞ: A
simple computation gives
/aðfe;kÞO j HðwÞaðfe;kÞOS
¼ /aðfe;kÞO j w0;0½Hf aðfe;kÞOSþ/aðfe;kÞO j W1;1½w1;1aðfe;kÞOS
¼
Z
B1
ddxj fe;kðxÞj2w0;0½oðxÞ
þ
Z
B2
1
ddx ddx0
jxj1=2jx0j1=2
fe;kðxÞfe;kðx0Þw1;1½0; x; x0: ð3:32Þ
The second term in the last line of (3.32) tends to 0, because fe;k-0; weakly in
L2ðB1Þ; and the ﬁrst term tends to w0;0½oðkÞ since j fe;kðxÞj2-dðx  kÞ; as e-0: By
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assumption, HðwÞ ¼ 0; and we obtain
w0;0½oðkÞ ¼ lim
e-0
/aðfe;kÞO j HðwÞaðfe;kÞOS ¼ 0 ð3:33Þ
for any kAB1:
To proceed in the proof, we use induction in J :¼ m þ nX1: Although technically
somewhat more involved, the idea for the proof is the same as for m ¼ n ¼ 0: We
prove that HðwÞ ¼ 0 and wm;n ¼ 0; for all ðm; nÞAN20 with m þ npJ  1; imply
wm;n ¼ 0; for all ðm; nÞAN20 with m þ n ¼ J: Thus, ﬁx ðm; nÞ with m þ n ¼ J; pick
g1;y; gm; h1;y; hnAL2ðB1Þ such that
R jgiðkÞj2jkj32m ddk ¼ R jhjðkÞj2jkj32m ddk
¼ 1: We set g :¼ ðg1;y; gmÞ; h :¼ ðh1;y; hnÞ and furthermore
Cg;e;k :¼ aðg1Þ?aðgmÞaðfe;kÞO A Fðmþ1Þ; ð3:34Þ
Fh;e;k :¼ aðh1Þ?aðhnÞaðfe;kÞO A Fðnþ1Þ: ð3:35Þ
Then we observe that /Cg;e;k j Wmþi;nþj½wFh;e;kS vanishes, unless the following three
conditions are fulﬁlled:
ip1; jp1; and i ¼ j: ð3:36Þ
Moreover, wmþi;nþj ¼ 0; unless i þ jX0; by the induction hypothesis. Thus
/Cg;e;kjHðwÞFh;e;kS ¼ Cg;e;k
X
iþjX0
Wmþi;nþj½wFh;e;k

* +
¼/Cg;e;k j Wmþ1;nþ1½wFh;e;kSþ/Cg;e;k j Wm;n½wFh;e;kS:
ð3:37Þ
To analyze the ﬁrst term in the sum in the last line of (3.37), we note that
/Cg;e;kjWmþ1;nþ1½wFh;e;kS
¼ ðm þ 1Þ!ðn þ 1Þ!
Z
Bmþnþ2
1
dX ðmþ1;nþ1Þ
jX ðmþ1;nþ1Þj1=2
wmþ1;nþ1

 ½0; X ðmþ1;nþ1ÞðCg;e;k#Fh;e;kÞ½X ðmþ1;nþ1Þ; ð3:38Þ
where
ðCg;e;k#Fh;e;kÞ½X ðmþ1;nþ1Þ :¼ g1ðx1Þ?gmðxmÞfe;kðxmþ1Þh1ðx˜1Þ?hnðx˜nÞfe;kðx˜nþ1Þ:
ð3:39Þ
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Since Cg;e;k#Fh;e;k-0 weakly in L2ðBmþnþ21 Þ; as e-0; we have that
lim
e-0
/Cg;e;k j Wmþ1;nþ1½wFh;e;kS ¼ 0: ð3:40Þ
The second term in the sum in the last line of (3.37) equals
/Cg;e;k j Wm;n½wFh;e;kS ¼ m!n! AðeÞ þ
Xm
m¼1
Xm
n¼1
BmnðeÞ
( )
; ð3:41Þ
where
AðeÞ :¼
Z
Bmþnþ1
1
dX ðm;nÞ
jX ðm;nÞj1=2
dy j fe;kðyÞj2

 g1ðx1Þ?gmðxmÞ h1ðx˜1Þ?hnðx˜nÞ wm;n½oðyÞ; X ðm;nÞ; ð3:42Þ
and
BmnðeÞ :¼
Z
Bmþn
1
dX ðm;nÞ
jX ðm;nÞj1=2
w˜m;n½m; n; 0; X ðm;nÞðCgðmÞ;e;k#FhðnÞ;e;kÞ½X ðm;nÞ; ð3:43Þ
w˜m;n½m; n; 0; X ðm;nÞ :¼
Z
B1
dygmðyÞhnðyÞwm;n½oðyÞ; X ðm;nÞ; ð3:44Þ
and gðmÞ :¼ ðg1;y; gm1; gmþ1;y; gmÞ; hðnÞ :¼ ðh1;y; hn1; hnþ1;y; hnÞ:
Again, CgðmÞ;e;k#FhðnÞ;e;k-0 weakly in L2ðBmþnþ21 Þ; as e-0; and thus lime-0
BmnðeÞ ¼ 0: Since j fe;kðyÞj2-dðk  yÞ; as e-0; and the function wmþ1;nþ1½oðyÞ;
X ðmþ1;nþ1Þ is continuous in y; we obtain
lim
e-0
AðeÞ ¼
Z
Bmþnþ1
1
dX ðm;nÞ
jX ðm;nÞj1=2
g1ðx1Þ?gmðxmÞh1ðx˜1Þ?hnðx˜nÞwm;n½oðkÞ; X ðmþ1;nþ1Þ
ð3:45Þ
Using that HðwÞ ¼ 0; we conclude that
0 ¼ lim
e-0
/Cg;e;k j HðwÞFh;e;kS ¼ lim
e-0
AðeÞ
¼
Z
Bmþn
1
dX ðm;nÞ
jX ðm;nÞj1=2
g1ðx1Þ?gmðxmÞ h1ðx˜1Þ?hnðx˜nÞ wm;n½oðkÞ; X ðm;nÞ ð3:46Þ
for all g; h; and all kARd\0: Thus wm;n ¼ 0: &
Note that our estimate on the second term in the last line of (3.32) would have
been better if we had assumed some higher regularity of w1;1½r; k; k˜ in k and k˜: For
instance, if we had assumed that w1;1½r; k; k˜ is locally bounded, as the assumptions
made in [2,3] would imply, the second term in the last line of (3.32) would have been
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OðedÞ: It is clear that we cannot expect to have injectivity of H without minimal
regularity assumptions on K ðm;nÞ/wm;n½r; K ðm;nÞ; because Hf ¼
R jkjaðkÞaðkÞ ddk
itself could then be regarded as W1;1½dðk  k˜Þjkj2:
3.2. The renormalization transformation Rr
The operators we study in this paper depend non-linearly, but holomorphically on
a spectral parameter. To accommodate this parameter, we introduce the Banach
space, WX0; of analytic functions on D1=2 :¼ fzAC : jzjp1=2g with values in W#X0;
equipped with the norm
jjw½jjm;x :¼ sup
zAD1=2
jjw½zjj#m;x: ð3:47Þ
Likewise, the Banach space of analytic families, D1=2-HðW#X0Þ; z/Hðw½zÞ; of
operators is denoted by HðWX0Þ: It is this Banach space on which the
renormalization transformation constructed below acts.
The renormalization map is denoted by Rr: It depends on a scaling parameter r;
0oro1; which must be chosen sufﬁciently small. The transformation Rr is deﬁned
on a subset domRrDWX0 with values inWX0: The Banach spaceWX0 depends on
the two parameters m40 and 0oxo1; Rr depends implicitly on m and x and
explicitly on r:
Given an element wAWX0; the renormalization transformation Rr is deﬁned as
the composition of three operations:
(F) A decimation of the degrees of freedom in the range of ﬁeld energies between r
and 1 which is implemented through the smooth Feshbach map Fwr½Hf  applied
to the Feshbach pair ðHðwÞ; T ½Hf   EÞ; where T ½Hf   E ¼ W0;0½w is the
W0;0-component of w; and wr½Hf  :¼ sin½p2YðHf =rÞ; with YACN0 ð½0; 1Þ; ½0; 1Þ
and Y  1 on ½0; 3=4Þ; is a smooth characteristic function of [0,1) (so that
wr½Hf  :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 wr½Hf 2
q
is smooth, as well).
(S) A unitary scaling transformation Sr which maps 1½Hfor/1½Hfo1 and
wr½Hf /w1½Hf ; followed by multiplication by r1:
(E) An analytic transformation Er of the spectral parameter zAD1=2 in w½z:
(S) In Section 3.3 we show that a small ball in WmþnX0 centered at w0 :¼
0"r"ð0ÞmþnX1 is contained in domRr and is mapped into itself. To this end, we
ﬁrst introduce the scaling transformation Sr :B½F-B½F; for AAB½F; by
SrðAÞ :¼ 1r GrAG

r; ð3:48Þ
where Gr is the unitary dilatation on F deﬁned by GrO :¼ O; and
GraðkÞGr :¼ rd=2aðr1kÞ; GraðkÞGr :¼ rd=2aðr1kÞ ð3:49Þ
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for all kARd : It is easy to check that GrHfGr ¼ rHf ; and hence
Grwr½Hf Gr ¼ w1½Hf  and SrðT ½Hf Þ ¼ r1T ½rHf ; ð3:50Þ
for any TAT; see (3.24). For HðwÞ ¼ TðHf Þ  E  1þ W ; smoothly projected by
wr½Hf ; we ﬁnd that
Srðwr½Hf HðwÞwr½Hf Þ
¼ w1½Hf 
n
r1T ½rHf   r1E  1þ SrðWÞ
o
w1½Hf : ð3:51Þ
Note that SrðHf Þ ¼ Hf ; which means that the operator Hf ¼ H½w0 corresponding
to the center of the small ball inWX0 mentioned above is a fixed point of Sr: Further
note that SrðE  1Þ ¼ r1E expands under the scaling map at a rate r1: (To control
this expansion it is necessary to suitably project the spectral parameter by means of
the analytic transformation Er alluded to above.) The key idea of the renormaliza-
tion group is that the interaction contracts under the scaling transformation, and it is
instructive to check that Sr contracts W :
To this end we remark that the scaling map Sr restricted to H½W#X0DB½Hred
induces a scaling map sr on WX0 by
SrðHðwÞÞ ¼: HðsrðwÞÞ ¼: Hððsrðwm;nÞÞmþnX0Þ; ð3:52Þ
and it is easy to verify that, for all ðm; nÞAN20;
srðwm;nÞ½r; K ðm;nÞ ¼ r
d1
2
ðmþnÞ1wm;n½rr; rK ðm;nÞ: ð3:53Þ
Inserting this into (3.51), we obtain
Srðwr½Hf HðwÞwr½Hf Þ
¼ w1½Hf  r1T ½rHf   r1E  1þ
X
mþnX1
Wm;n½srðwm;nÞ
( )
w1½Hf ; ð3:54Þ
and we note that by Theorem 3.1, the operator norm of Wm;n½srðwm;nÞ is controlled
by
jjsrðwm;nÞjjm ¼ r
d1
2
ðmþnÞ1
Z
Bmþn
1
dK ðm;nÞ
jK ðm;nÞj3þ2m suprAI jwm;n½rr; rK
ðm;nÞj2
 !1=2
¼ rð1þmÞðmþnÞ1
Z
Bmþnr
dK ðm;nÞ
jK ðm;nÞj3þ2m suprA½0;r
jwm;n½r; K ðm;nÞj2
 !1=2
p rð1þmÞðmþnÞ1jjwm;njjmprmðmþnÞjjwm;njjm; ð3:55Þ
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for m þ nX1: Since m40; this estimate shows that Sr contracts jjwm;njjm by at least a
factor of rmo1: We show in Section 3.3 below that this contraction actually
dominates the modiﬁcations the other two ingredients of the smooth Feshback map
impose on the argument w of the renormalization map Rr:
(E) The expansion of multiples of the identity operator under Sr suggests to
renormalize the spectral parameter of the problem. Given wAWX0 with E½z :¼
w0;0½z; 0; this is accomplished by means of an analytic map deﬁned by
Er :U½w-D1=2; z/r1E½z; ð3:56Þ
where
U½w :¼ zAD1=2 jE½zjpr
2
n o: ð3:57Þ
We now show that Er is a bijection and that U½w is close to the disk of radius r
centered at 0, provided w is close to w0: To this end, we deﬁne a polydisk
Dðe; dÞ :¼ wAWmþnX0 sup
zAD1=2
 jjT ½z; r  rjjTpe;
(
sup
zAD1=2
jE½z  zjpd; sup
zAD1=2
jjðwm;n½zÞmþnX1jj#m;xpd
)
; ð3:58Þ
in WX0; for all e; d40: Note that,
wAWX0 jjw  w0jjm;xpe
n oDDðe; eÞD wAWX0 jjw  w0jjm;xp3en o; ð3:59Þ
is comparable to the ball of radius e about w0½z :¼ z"r"ð0ÞmþnX1 in WmþnX0;
i.e., HðwÞ is close to
Hðw0½zÞ ¼ Hf  z  1: ð3:60Þ
Lemma 3.4. Fix 0orp1=2; m40; and 0oxo1: Then
D3r=8DU½wDD5r=8; ð3:61Þ
for all wADðr=8; r=8Þ; and
jr@zEr½z  1jp1=5; ð3:62Þ
for all zAU½w: In particular, Er :U½w-D1=2 is a bijection, for all wADðr=8; r=8Þ:
Proof. If wADðe; eÞ then supzAD1=2 jE½z  zjpe: Thus, if zAU½w then jzjpr2 þ
jE½z  zjpr
2
þ e; and jzjADðr=2Þþe: Conversely, if jzjADðr=2Þe then jE½zjpjE½z 
zj þ jzjpr=2; and zAU½w: This proves (3.61) with e :¼ r=8:
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To show that Er is a bijection, we use Cauchy’s estimate with contour on @D1=2 ¼
fjzj ¼ 1=2g: Since U½wDDðr=2Þþe; we have that distðU½w; @D1=2ÞX12 ð1 rÞ  e:
Thus, we obtain the following estimate on the complex derivative of Er:
jr@zEr½z  1j ¼ j@zE½z  1jp 2e
1 r 2eo1; ð3:63Þ
provided e :¼ r=8 and ro2=3; which proves (3.62) and hence that Er : U½w-D1=2 is
invertible. &
(F) We now describe the construction of the third element of Rr; the decimation of
degrees of freedom by the smooth Feshbach map. In order to apply the smooth
Feshbach map as indicated above, we need to verify, for a given w; that
ðHðw½zÞ; W0;0½w½zÞ deﬁnes a Feshbach pair corresponding to wr½Hf ; for all
zAU½w:
Lemma 3.5. Fix 0oro1=2; m40; and 0oxo1: Then it follows that
ðHðw½zÞ; W0;0½w½zÞ defines a Feshbach pair corresponding to wr½Hf ; for all
wADðr=8; r=8Þ and all zAU½w:
Proof. We remark that Hðw½zÞ and W0;0½w½z deﬁne bounded operators on Hred;
and we only need to check the invertibility of T ½z; Hf   E½z ¼ W0;0½w½z on
Ran wr½Hf ; which follows if we can show that T ½z; r  E½z is away from 0 for all
rA½3r=4; 1: Indeed, we have
jT ½z; r  E½zjX r  jT ½z; r  rj  jE½zj
X r 1 sup
z;r
jT 0½z; r  1j
 
 sup
zAU½w
jE½zj
X
3r
4
ð1 r=8Þ  r
2
X
5r
32
X
r
8
: & ð3:64Þ
Having described the smooth Feshbach map Fwr½Hf ðHðw½zÞ; W0;0½w½zÞ corre-
sponding to the Feshbach pair ðHðw½zÞ; W0;0½w½zÞ; the scaling transformation Sr;
and the analytic transformation Er of the spectral parameter, we are prepared to
deﬁne the renormalization transformation Rr:
For wADðr=8; r=8Þ and zAD1=2; we set
RHr ðwÞ½z :¼ Sr Fwr½Hf  Hðw½E1r ðzÞÞ; W0;0½w½E1r ðzÞ
  
: ð3:65Þ
Eq. (3.65) requires some comment. We assume that zAD1=2 and wADðr=8; r=8Þ
which, by Lemma 3.4, implies that z :¼ E1r ðzÞAU½w: Furthermore, Lemma 3.5 then
ensures that ðHðw½zÞ; W0;0½w½zÞ is a Feshbach pair corresponding to wr½Hf ; and
hence the smooth Feshbach map Fwr½Hf ðHðw½zÞ; W0;0½w½zÞ deﬁnes an operator on
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Ran wr½Hf CRan 1½Hfor: The application of the scaling map Sr to Fwr½Hf ðHðw½zÞ;
W0;0½w½zÞ yields a bounded operator RHr ðwÞ½z ¼ SrðFwr½Hf ðHðw½zÞ; W0;0½w½zÞÞ
on Hred:
In the next subsection we demonstrate that Sr actually maps Fwr½Hf ðHðw½zÞ;
W0;0½w½zÞ into the subspace H½W#X0DB½Hred by computing wˆAWX0 such that
Hðwˆ ½zÞ ¼ RHr ðwÞ½z: By Theorem 3.3, wˆ is the unique element in WX0 with this
property, and we may thus set RrðwÞ :¼ wˆ :
Our next goal is to determine wˆ ¼ RrðwÞ: To this end, we write out RHr ðwÞ½z
explicitly. According to deﬁnition (2.5) of the smooth Feshbach map, we have that
Fwr½Hf 

Hðw½zÞ; W0;0½w½z

¼T ½z; Hf   E½z þ Wwr½Hf ½z  wr½Hf W ½zwr½Hf 

ðT ½z; Hf   E½z þ Wwr½Hf ½zÞ1wr½Hf W ½zwr½Hf ;
ð3:66Þ
where
T ½z; r  E½z :¼ W0;0½w0;0½z; r; W ½z ¼
X
mþnX1
Wm;n½wm;n½z; ð3:67Þ
Wwr½Hf ½z ¼ wr½Hf W ½zwr½Hf ; Wwr½Hf ½z ¼ wr½Hf W ½zwr½Hf : ð3:68Þ
Note that
jjwr½Hf 2jT ½z; Hf   E½zj1jjp
8
r
and jjW ½zjjpxr
8
; ð3:69Þ
because of wADðr=8; r=8Þ; (3.31), and (3.64). Eq. (3.69) implies that the Neumann
series expansion in Ww of the resolvent in (3.66) is norm convergent and yields
Fwr½Hf ðHðw½zÞ; W0;0½w0;0½zÞ ¼ T ½z; Hf   E½z
þ
XN
L¼1
ð1ÞL1wr½Hf W ½z
wr½Hf 2
T ½z; Hf   E½z W ½z
 !L1
wr½Hf : ð3:70Þ
The Neumann series on the right side of (3.70) is not yet normal-ordered, in the sense
that all annihilation operators are moved to the right of functions of Hf and all
creation operators are moved to the left of functions of Hf : The right side of (3.70)
can be normal ordered by systematically using the Pull-Through Formula (3.12) and
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Wick’s theorem; see Theorem 3.6. To formulate it, we introduce
W m;np;q ½wr; K ðm;nÞ :¼Pred
Z
B
pþq
1
dX ðp;qÞ
jX ðp;qÞj1=2
aðxðpÞÞwmþp;nþq½Hf þ r; kðmÞ; xðpÞ; k˜ðnÞ; x˜ðqÞ
aðx˜ðqÞÞPred ð3:71Þ
for m þ nX1; which deﬁnes an operator for each K ðm;nÞABmþn1 ; a.e. Here we use the
notation for X ðp;qÞ; xðpÞ; x˜ðqÞ; etc. similar to the one introduced in Eqs. (3.4)–(3.8).
For m ¼ n ¼ 0; we set
Wp;q½w j r :¼ Pred
Z
B
pþq
1
dX ðp;qÞ
jX ðp;qÞj1=2
aðxðpÞÞwp;q½Hf þ r; xðpÞ; x˜ðqÞaðx˜ðqÞÞPred: ð3:72Þ
Theorem 3.6 (Wick ordering). Let w ¼ ðwm;nÞmþnX1AW#X1; write Wm;n :¼
Wm;n½wm;n; W ¼
P
mþnX1 Wm;n; and F0;y; FLAW0;0; and denote by SM the group
of permutations of M elements. Then
F0WF1W?WFL1WFL ¼ H½w˜; ð3:73Þ
where w˜Aðw˜ðsymÞM;N ÞMþNX0AW#X0 is given by the symmetrization w.r.t. kðMÞ and k˜ðNÞ;
w˜
ðsymÞ
M;N ½r; K ðM;NÞ :¼
1
M!N!
X
pASM
X
*pASN
w˜M;N ½r; kpð1Þ;y; kpðMÞ; k˜ *pð1Þ;y; k˜ *pðNÞ; ð3:74Þ
of
w˜M;N ½r; K ðM;NÞ
¼
X
m1þ?þmL¼M;
n1þ?þnL¼N
X
p1;q1;y;pL;qL:
mcþpcþncþqcX1
YL
c¼1
mc þ pc
pc
 !
nc þ qc
qc
 !( )

 F0½r þ r˜0/O j W˜1½r þ r1; K ðm1;n1Þ1 F1½Hf þ r þ r˜1W˜2½r þ r2; K ðm2;n2Þ2 
?FL1½Hf þ r þ r˜L1W˜L½r þ rL; K ðmL;nLÞL OSFL½r þ r˜L; ð3:75Þ
where
W˜c½r þ rc; K ðmc;ncÞc  :¼ W mc;ncpc;qc j½wr þ rc; K
ðmc;ncÞ
c ; ð3:76Þ
K ðM;NÞ ¼ ðK ðm1;n1Þ1 ;y; KðmL;nLÞL Þ; K ðmc;ncÞc ¼ ðkðmcÞc ; k˜ðncÞc Þ; ð3:77Þ
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rc :¼ S½k˜ðn1Þ1  þ?þ S½k˜ðnc1Þc1  þ S½kðmcþ1Þcþ1  þ?þ S½kðmLÞL ; ð3:78Þ
r˜c :¼ S½k˜ðn1Þ1  þ?þ S½k˜ðncÞc  þ S½kðmcþ1Þcþ1  þ?þ S½kðmLÞL : ð3:79Þ
Proof. See [3, Theorem A.4]. &
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.6 and Eqs. (3.52), (3.53), (3.71) and (3.72),
we ﬁnd a sequence wˆ such that Hðwˆ ½zÞ ¼ RHr ðwÞ½z ¼ SrðFwr½Hf fHðw½E1r ðzÞÞ;
W0;0½w½E1r ðzÞÞg as follows.
Theorem 3.7. Let zAD1=2; wADðr=8; r=8Þ; and set z :¼ E1r ðzÞAU½w: Then
Hðwˆ ½zÞ ¼ RHr ðwÞ½z determines wˆ ¼ ðwˆ ðsymÞM;N ÞMþNX0 to be the symmetrization w.r.t.
kðMÞ and k˜ðNÞ (as in Eq. (3.74)) of
wˆ M;N ½z; r; K ðM;NÞ ¼ r
d1
2
ðMþNÞ1XN
L¼1
ð1ÞL1
X
m1þ?þmL¼M;
n1þ?þnL¼N
X
p1;q1;y;pL;qL:
mcþpcþncþqcX1


YL
c¼1
mc þ pc
pc
 !
nc þ qc
qc
 !( )
w1½r þ r˜0w1½r þ r˜L

 O W˜1½z; rðr þ r1Þ; rK ðm1;n1Þ1 
w21½Hf þ r þ r˜1
T ½z; rðHf þ r þ r˜1Þ  E½z
 


 W˜2½z; rðr þ r2Þ; rK ðm2;n2Þ2 
w21½Hf þ r þ r˜2
T ½z;rðHf þ r þ r˜2Þ  E½z
 
?
?
w21½Hf þ r þ r˜L1
T ½z; rðHf þ r þ r˜L1Þ  E½z
 
W˜L½z; rðr þ rLÞ; rK ðmL;nLÞL O

ð3:80Þ
for M þ NX1; and
wˆ 0;0½z; r  r1w0;0½z; r r
¼ r1
XN
L¼2
ð1ÞL1
X
p1þq1X1
?
X
pLþqLX1
w1½r

 O Wp1;q1 ½w½zjrr
w21½Hf þ r
T ½z; rðHf þ rÞ  E½z
 
Wp2;q2 ½w½zjrr?


?
w21½Hf þ r
T ½z; rðHf þ rÞ  E½z
 
WpL;qL ½w½zjrrO

w1½r; ð3:81Þ
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where the notation introduced in Eqs. (3.71), (3.72) and (3.76)–(3.79) is used. In
particular, the summation on the right side of (3.81) starts with L ¼ 2:
We remark that Theorem 3.7 determines wˆ from wADðr=8; r=8Þ only as a
sequence of integral kernels that deﬁne an operator in B½Hred: In order to have
wˆAWX0; we also need to show that its norm is ﬁnite, jjwˆ jjm;xoN: This is done in the
next subsection.
3.3. The codimension-1 contractivity of Rr
In Eq. (3.65) we have deﬁned the renormalization map RHr as a map from the
polydisk Dðr=8; r=8Þ into B½Hred; and in Theorem 3.7 we have identiﬁed a
sequence RrðwÞ :¼ wˆ of integral kernels such that (formally) HðRrðwÞÞ ¼ RHr ðwÞ:
By showing that wˆAWX0; it would follow that Rr :Dðr=8; r=8Þ-WX0: The
purpose of this subsection is to prove a much stronger result, namely, that Rr
possesses a contraction property on a subspace of codimension one.
Theorem 3.8 (Codimension-1 contractivity). For any m40; there exist numbers
r; x; e040 such that, for all 0pepe0 and 0pdpe0;
Rr :Dðe; dÞ-D eþ d
2
;
d
2
 
: ð3:82Þ
We remark that a choice for r; x; e040 with the desired properties is given by
r :¼ ð16CYÞ2=m; x :¼ ð4CYÞ1r1=2; and e0 :¼ ð8CYÞ1r; where 1pCYoN is a
constant only depending on the smooth cutoff function Y appearing in the proof
of Lemma 3.10.
Remark 3.9. We emphasize that the main advantage of using the smooth Feshbach
map, rather than the (projection) Feshbach map, becomes manifest in the proof of
Theorem 3.8, where we have to take derivatives of w1½r and w1½r; see Eq. (3.87). If
these were projections, i.e., characteristic functions of intervals, we would inevitably
encounter d-distributions. In fact, the appearance of these d-distributions are the
reason for using (a rather involved mixture of) supremum and L1-norms in [2,3]. In
contrast, our proof of Theorem 3.8 below, i.e., of the codimension-1 contractivity of
Rr; is quite straightforward and merely requires summation of geometric series.
In this subsection we use the notation introduced in Eqs. (3.71), (3.72) and (3.76)–
(3.79). For ﬁxed LAN and with
m; p; n; q :¼ ðm1; p1; n1; q1;y; mL; pL; nL; qLÞAN4L0 ;
M :¼ m1 þ?þ mL;
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and
N :¼ n1 þ?þ nL;
we deﬁne
Vm;p;n;q½r; K ðM;NÞ :¼ O F0½Hf þ r
YL
c¼1
fW˜c½z;rðr þ rcÞ; rKðmc;ncÞc Fc½Hf þ rgO

* +
;
ð3:83Þ
where F0½r :¼ w1½r þ r˜0; FL½r :¼ w1½r þ r˜L; and
Fc½r :¼ w1½r þ r˜c
2
T ½rðr þ r˜cÞ  E; ð3:84Þ
for c ¼ 1;y; L  1: We note that
wˆ M;N ½z; r; K ðM;NÞ ¼
XN
L¼1
ð1ÞL1rd12 ðMþNÞ1
X
m1þ?þmL¼M;
n1þ?þnL¼NX
p1;q1;y;pL;qL:
mcþpcþncþqcX1
YL
c¼1
mc þ pc
pc
 !
nc þ qc
qc
 !( )
Vm;p;n;q½r; K ðM;NÞ:
ð3:85Þ
To estimate wˆ ; we start with the following preparatory lemma.
Lemma 3.10. For fixed LAN and m; p; n; qAN4L0 ; we have Vm;p;n;qAW
#
M;N and
r
d1
2
ðMþNÞ1jjVm;p;n;qjj#mp2ðL þ 1ÞCðLþ1Þrð1þmÞðMþNÞL
YL
c¼1
jjwmcþpc;ncþqc ½zjj#mﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
pc
c q
qc
c
p ; ð3:86Þ
with the convention that pp :¼ 1; for p ¼ 0:
Proof. We ﬁrst note that jF0½rjpCY; j@rF0½rjpCY; jFL½rjpCY; and j@rFL½rjpCY;
and that, for c ¼ 1;y; L  1;
jFc½rj þ j@rFc½rjp w
2
1½r þ r˜c
T ½rðr þ r˜cÞ  E

þ 2w1½r þ r˜c@rw1½r þ r˜cT ½rðr þ r˜cÞ  E


þ w
2
1½r þ r˜cr@rT ½z; rðr þ r˜cÞ
ðT ½rðr þ r˜cÞ  EÞ2


pCY
r
; ð3:87Þ
where the constant 1pCYoN only depends on the smooth cutoff function Y:
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Remark 3.11. Estimate (3.87) holds uniformly in rAI ; as follows from Lemma 3.5,
which insures that jT ½rðr þ r˜cÞ  EjXr=8: Note that it is estimate (3.87) that
simpliﬁes the analysis considerably, as compared to [3], because the functions
Fc½r are continuously differentiable in r:
Next we estimate jVm;p;n;qj; using that j/OjAOSjpjjAjjop; for any AAB½Hred: We
have that
jVm;p;n;q½r; K ðM;NÞjp
YL
c¼0
jjFc½Hf þ rjjop
YL
c¼1
jjW˜c½z; rðr þ rcÞ; rKðmc;ncÞc jjop: ð3:88Þ
We employ Leibniz’ rule to compute @rVm;p;n;q; with the result
@rVm;p;n;q½r; MðM;NÞ ¼ V˜ðiÞm;p;n;q½r; K ðM;NÞ þ V˜ðiiÞm;p;n;q½r; KðM;NÞ; ð3:89Þ
where
V˜ðiÞm;p;n;q½r; K ðM;NÞ
:¼
XL
j¼0
O
Yj1
c¼1
Fc1½Hf þ rW˜c½z; rðr þ rcÞ; rK ðmc;ncÞc 
n o
ð@rFj½Hf þ rÞ

*


YL
c¼jþ1
W˜c½z; rðr þ rcÞ; rK ðmc;ncÞc Fc½Hf þ r
n o
O
+
; ð3:90Þ
and
V˜ðiiÞm;p;n;q½r; K ðM;NÞ :¼
XL
j¼1
O F0½Hf þ r
Yj1
c¼1
W˜c½z; rðr þ rcÞ; rK ðmc;ncÞc Fc½Hf þ r
n o
*

 rð@rW˜j½z; rðr þ rjÞ; rK ðmj ;njÞj Þ


YL
c¼jþ1
Fc1½Hf þ rW˜c½z; rðr þ rcÞ; rK ðmc;ncÞc 
n o
FL½Hf þ rO
+
:
ð3:91Þ
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Proceeding in the same way as in Eq. (3.88) and using (3.87), we obtain
jV˜ðiÞm;p;n;q½r;K ðM;NÞjp
XL
j¼0
jj@rFj ½Hf þ rjjop
YL
c¼0;
caj
jjFc½Hf þ rjjop



YL
c¼1
jjW˜c½z; rðr þ rcÞ; rK ðmc;ncÞc jjop
p ðL þ 1ÞCLþ1Y rLþ1
YL
c¼1
jjW˜c½z; rðr þ rcÞ; rK ðmc;ncÞc jjop ð3:92Þ
and
jV˜ðiiÞm;p;n;q½r; K ðM;NÞjp
YL
c¼0
jjFc½Hf þ rjjop
XL
j¼1
jj@rW˜j½z; rðr þ rjÞ; rK ðmj ;njÞj jjop


YL
c¼1;
caj
jjW˜c½z; rðr þ rcÞ; rK ðmc;ncÞc jjop

pCLþ1Y rLþ2
XL
j¼1
jjW˜0j½z; rðr þ rjÞ; rK ðmj ;njÞj jjop


YL
c¼1;
caj
jjW˜c½z; rðr þ rcÞ; rK ðmc;ncÞc jjop

; ð3:93Þ
where
W˜0j ½z; r þ rj; K ðmj ;njÞj  :¼ W mj ;njpj ;qj ½@rw½zjr þ rj; K
ðmj ;njÞ
j ; ð3:94Þ
with @rw :¼ ð@rwm;nÞmþnX0; similar to (3.71) and (3.76). Inserting (3.92) and (3.93)
into (3.89) and adding the result to (3.88), we obtain
sup
rAI
jVm;p;n;q½r; K ðM;NÞj2 þ sup
rAI
j@rVm;p;n;q½r; K ðM;NÞj2
pðL þ 1Þ2C2ðLþ1ÞY r2Lþ2


YL
c¼1
sup
rAI
jjW˜c½z; r; rK ðmc;ncÞc jj2op þ r sup
rAI
jjW˜0c½z; r; rK ðmc;ncÞc jj2op
 
; ð3:95Þ
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and integrating this inequality against the measure jK ðM;NÞj32m dK ðM;NÞ; we
arrive at
jjVm;p;n;qjj2M;N ¼
Z
BMþN
1
dKðM;NÞ
jK ðM;NÞj3þ2m suprAI jVm;p;n;q½r; K
ðM;NÞj2
p ðL þ 1Þ2C2ðLþ1ÞY r2Lþ2
YL
c¼1
Z
B
mcþnc
1
dK ðmc;ncÞ
jK ðmc;ncÞj3þ2m
(

 sup
rAI
jjW˜c½z; r; rKðmc;ncÞc jj2op þ r sup
rAI
jjW˜0c½z; r; rK ðmc;ncÞc jj2op
 )
¼ðL þ 1Þ2C2ðLþ1ÞY rð3þ2mdÞðMþNÞ2Lþ2
YL
c¼1
Z
B
mcþnc
r
dK ðmc;ncÞ
jK ðmc;ncÞj3þ2m
(

 sup
rAI
jjW˜c½z; r; K ðmc;ncÞc jj2op þ r sup
rAI
jjW˜0c½z; r; K ðmc;ncÞc jj2op
 )
:
ð3:96Þ
As a key step, we now convert the operator norms on the right side of (3.96) into L2-
norms by means of inequality (3.11) in Theorem 3.1. Indeed, inserting this estimate
into the cth factor on the right side of (3.96), pointwise in K ðmc;ncÞc ; and integrating
over the variables X ðpc;qcÞ; we obtain
Z
B
mcþnc
1
dK ðmc;ncÞ
jK ðmc;ncÞj3þ2m suprAI jjW˜c½z; r; rK
ðmc;ncÞ
c jj2op
p 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
pc
c q
qc
c
p Z
B
mcþnc
1
dK ðmc;ncÞ
jK ðmc;ncÞj3þ2m jjwmcþpc;ncþqc ½z; ; k
ðmcÞ; ; k˜ðncÞ; jj2m
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
pc
c q
qc
c
p jjwmcþpc;ncþqc ½zjj2m: ð3:97Þ
This estimate, inserted into (3.96), yields
r
d1
2
ðMþNÞ1jjVm;p;n;qjj#m
p2ðL þ 1ÞCðLþ1ÞY rð1þmÞðMþNÞL
YL
c¼1
jjwmcþpc;ncþqc ½zjj#mﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
pc
c q
qc
c
p : & ð3:98Þ
We are now prepared for the proof of the main theorem about the renormalization
transformation, Rr; namely, the codimension-1 contractivity.
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Proof of Theorem 3.8. First, we apply Lemma 3.10 to (3.85) and use that
ðmþp
p
Þp2mþp: This yields
jjwˆ M;N ½zjj#mp
XN
L¼1
2CYðL þ 1Þ CYr
 L
ð2rð1þmÞÞMþN ð3:99Þ


X
m1þ?þmL¼M;
n1þ?þnL¼N
X
p1;q1;y;pL;qL:
mcþpcþncþqcX1
YL
c¼1
2ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pc
p
 pc 2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qc
p
 qc
jjwmcþpc;ncþqc ½zjj#m
 
:
Summing over the indices m; p; n; q; as required in (3.85), we derive the following
bound:
jjðwˆ M;N ½zÞMþNX1jj#m;x
¼
X
MþNX1
xðMþNÞjjwˆ M;N ½zjj#m
p4CYrð1þmÞ
XN
L¼1
ðL þ 1Þ CY
r
 L X
MþNX1
X
m1þ?þmL¼M;
n1þ?þnL¼N
X
p1;q1;y;pL;qL:
mcþpcþncþqcX1


YL
c¼1
2xﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pc
p
 pc 2xﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qc
p
 qc
xðmcþpcþncþqcÞjjwmcþpc;ncþqc ½zjj#m
 
p4CYrð1þmÞ
XN
L¼1
ðL þ 1Þ CY
r
 L


X
mþnX1
Xm
p¼0
2xﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
 p ! Xn
q¼0
2xﬃﬃﬃ
q
p
 q !
xðmþnÞjjwm;n½zjj#m
( )L
p4CYrð1þmÞ
XN
L¼1
ðL þ 1Þ CY
r
 L
A2Lðjjðwm;n½zÞmþnX1jjm;xÞL; ð3:100Þ
where
A :¼
XN
p¼0
2xﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
 p
p
XN
p¼0
ð2xÞp ¼ 1
1 2x; ð3:101Þ
since x ¼ ﬃﬃﬃrp =ð4CYÞp1=4; by assumption. Note that in (3.101) we have dropped the
factor pp=2 gained in Theorem 3.1. Our assumption also insures that
B :¼ CY
rð1 2xÞ2 jjðwm;n½zÞmþnX1jjm;xp
4CYd
r
p1
2
; ð3:102Þ
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since dpe0 :¼ ð8CYÞ1r: Thus the geometric series in the last line of (3.100) is
convergent. We obtain
XN
L¼1
ðL þ 1ÞBL ¼ d
dB
XN
L¼0
BL
" #
 1 ¼ 1ð1 BÞ2  1p8B: ð3:103Þ
Inserting (3.101)–(3.103) into (3.100), we arrive at
jjðwˆ M;N ½zÞMþNX1jj#m;xp32CYrð1þmÞB ¼ 128C2Yrmjjðwm;n½zÞmþnX1jj#m;xp
d
2
ð3:104Þ
as 128C2Yr
m ¼ 128C2Yð16CYÞ2 ¼ 1=2:
Next, we estimate wˆ 0;0½z; which, according to (3.81) and (3.83)–(3.85), is given by
wˆ 0;0½z; r ¼ r1w0;0½z; rr þ r1
XN
L¼2
ð1ÞL1
X
p1;q1;y;pL;qL:
pcþqcX1
V0;p;0;q½r: ð3:105Þ
The function V0;p;0;q½r and its partial derivative @rV0;p;0;q½r are estimated as in
Eqs. (3.95)–(3.98), with the result that
r1jjV0;p;0;qjj#mp2ðL þ 1ÞCðLþ1ÞY rL
YL
c¼1
jjwpc;qc ½zjj#mﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
pc
c q
qc
c
p : ð3:106Þ
Writing Tˆ ½z; r :¼ wˆ 0;0½z; r  wˆ 0;0½z; 0; we therefore ﬁnd that
jjTˆ ½z; r  rjjT ¼ sup
rAI
j@rwˆ 0;0½z; r  1j
p sup
rAI
j@rw0;0½z; rr  1j þ r1
XN
L¼2
X
p1;q1;y;pL;qL:
pcþqcX1
sup
rAI
j@rV0;p;0;q½rj:
p jjT ½z; r  rjjT þ 2CY
XN
L¼2
ðL þ 1Þ CY
r
 L X
pþqX1
jjwp;q½zjj#m
( )L
p jjT ½z; r  rjjT þ 2CY
XN
L¼2
ðL þ 1Þ CYx
r
 L
jjðwm;n½zÞmþnX1jj#m;x
 L
p jjT ½z; r  rjjT þ 24CY
CYx
r
jjðwm;n½zÞmþnX1jj#m;x
 2
p eþ d
2
; ð3:107Þ
where we are using that
PN
L¼2 ðL þ 1ÞDLp12D2; for D deﬁned by D :¼
CYxr1jjðwm;n½zÞmþnX1jj#mþnX1pCYxr1e0 ¼ x=8p1=2; and 24C3Yx2e0r2 ¼
3C2Yx
2r1 ¼ 3=16p1=2; similar to (3.103).
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In the third step we set Eˆ ½z :¼ wˆ 0;0½z; 0: Since E½z ¼ w0;0½z; 0 and z ¼ Er½z ¼
r1E½z; Eq. (3.105) yields
Eˆ ½z ¼ zþ r1
XN
L¼2
ð1ÞL1
X
p1;q1;y;pL;qL:
pcþqcX1
V0;p;0;q½0: ð3:108Þ
Inserting the estimates (3.106) and (3.107), we ﬁnally obtain
jEˆ ½z  zjp24CY CYxr jjðwm;n½zÞmþnX1jj
#
mþnX1
 2
pd
2
; ð3:109Þ
which completes the proof. &
3.4. Construction of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
In this section we apply the renormalization transformation Rr to Hamiltonian
operators HAB½Hred of the form
H ¼ T ½Hf  þ W  E  1; ð3:110Þ
assumed to be small perturbations of Hðw0Þ ¼ Hf  z; in the sense that H is
represented as H ¼ HðwÞ; with
wAD
e0
2
;
e0
2
 
; ð3:111Þ
where e0 :¼ ð8CYÞ1ð16CYÞ2=m; as in Theorem 3.8. In Eqs. (3.59) and (3.60) it is
shown that (3.111) implies that
jjw  w0jjmþnX0p
3e0
2
: ð3:112Þ
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.12 (Construction of eigenvalues and eigenvectors). Fix m40; and choose
r; x; e040 sufficiently small such that (3.82) holds, for all 0pepe0 and 0pdpe0:
Suppose that wADðe0=2; e0=2Þ: Then the complex number eð0;NÞAD1=2 defined in
(3.126) is an eigenvalue of HðwÞ; in the sense that
dimKerfHðw½eð0;NÞÞgX1: ð3:113Þ
Moreover, the vector CðNÞAHred defined in (3.146) is a corresponding eigenvector, i.e.,
it is a non-zero element of KerfHðw½eð0;NÞÞg:
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Proof. First, we observe that thanks to Eq. (3.82) in Theorem 3.8,
Rr :Dð21e0; 21e0Þ-Dð½21 þ 22e0; 22e0Þ; ð3:114Þ
R2r :Dð21e0; 21e0Þ-Dð½21 þ 22 þ 23e0; 23e0Þ; ð3:115Þ
^
Rar :Dð21e0; 21e0Þ-Dð½21 þ?þ 2ae0; 2ae0Þ: ð3:116Þ
It follows that the iteration of Rr on w;
wðaÞ :¼ RarðwÞAD e0; 2ae0ð Þ; ð3:117Þ
is deﬁned, for all aAN0: We set EðaÞ½z :¼ wðaÞ0;0½z; 0;
UðaÞ :¼ U½wðaÞ ¼ zAD1=2 jEðaÞ½zjpr
2
n o; ð3:118Þ
and
JðaÞ :¼ Er;ðaÞ :UðaÞ-D1=2; z/r1EðaÞ½z: ð3:119Þ
We recall from Lemma 3.4 that JðaÞ :UðaÞ-D1=2 is an analytic bijection and that
jr@zJðaÞ½z  1jp1=5 ð3:120Þ
for all zAUðaÞ; which implies that
jr1@zJ1ðaÞ ½z  1jp1=4 ð3:121Þ
for all zAD1=2; where J1ðaÞ denotes the inverse of JðaÞ;
J1ðaÞ : D1=2-UðaÞ; z/E
1
ðaÞ ½rz: ð3:122Þ
Thus, for any z; z0AD1=2;
3r
4
jz z0jpjJ1ðaÞ ½z  J1ðaÞ ½z0jp
5r
4
jz z0j: ð3:123Þ
Here we use that (3.121) applies to all points of the line segment joining z and z0;
since D1=2 is convex.
For 0papb; we deﬁne
eða;bÞ :¼ J1ðaÞ 3?3J1ðbÞ ½0: ð3:124Þ
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Our next goal is to prove that ðeða;bÞÞbAN converges, as b-N: Indeed, an iterated
application of (3.123) yields
jeða;bÞ  eða;bþ1Þj ¼ jJ1ðaÞ eðaþ1;bÞ  eðaþ1;bþ1Þ
 j
p 5r
4
jeðaþ1;bÞ  eðaþ1;bþ1Þjp?
p 5r
4
 ba
jeðb;bÞ  eðb;bþ1Þjp 5r
4
 ba
; ð3:125Þ
using that eðb;bÞ; eðb;bþ1ÞAD1=2: Since 5r=4o1; Eq. (3.125) implies that the sequences
ðeða;bÞÞNb¼a are convergent, for all aAN0: Hence, the limits
eða;NÞ :¼ lim
b-N
eða;bÞAUðaÞ ð3:126Þ
exist and obey
r1EðaÞ½eða;NÞ ¼ JðaÞ½eða;NÞ ¼ eðaþ1;NÞ: ð3:127Þ
We observe that this identity and the bound jEðaÞ½z  zjp2ae0; which follows from
(3.117), imply that
jeða;NÞ  reðaþ1;NÞj ¼ jeða;NÞ  EðaÞ½eða;NÞjp2ae0: ð3:128Þ
Our next task is to show that eða;NÞ-0; as a-N: To this end, we remark that,
clearly, rjeðaþj;NÞ-0; as j-N; since ro1: Therefore,
jeða;NÞj ¼
XN
j¼0
rjðeðaþj;NÞ  reðaþjþ1;NÞÞ


p
XN
j¼0
rj2aje0p2aþ1e0; ð3:129Þ
using (3.128), which implies that ðeða;NÞÞaAN0 converges to 0.
Next, we deﬁne a sequence of operators ðHðaÞÞNa¼0 in HðW#X0ÞDBðHredÞ by
HðaÞ :¼ TðaÞ½Hf  þ WðaÞ þ EðaÞ  1 :¼ HðwðaÞÞ½eða;NÞ; ð3:130Þ
with
TðaÞ½r :¼ wðaÞ0;0½eða;NÞ; r  wðaÞ0;0½eða;NÞ; 0; ð3:131Þ
WðaÞ :¼
X
mþnX1
Wm;n½wðaÞ½eða;NÞ; ð3:132Þ
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EðaÞ :¼ wðaÞ0;0½eða;NÞ; 0 ¼ EðaÞ½eða;NÞ ¼ eðaþ1;NÞ ð3:133Þ
for all aAN0; noting that Hð0Þ ¼ HðwÞ½eð0;NÞ: Moreover, we observe that the
deﬁnition (3.65) of RHr then implies that, for all aAN;
HðaÞ ¼HðwðaÞÞ½eða;NÞ ¼ RHr ðwða1ÞÞ½eða;NÞ
¼Sr Fwr½Hf  Hðwða1Þ½eða1;NÞÞ; W0;0½w
ða1Þ
0;0 ½eða1;NÞ
  
¼ 1
r
GrFða1ÞGr; ð3:134Þ
where Fða1Þ denotes
Fða1Þ :¼ Fwr½Hf  Hðwða1Þ½eða1;NÞÞ; W0;0½wða1Þ½eða1;NÞ
 
; ð3:135Þ
Qða1Þ :¼ Qwr½Hf  Hðwða1Þ½eða1;NÞÞ; W0;0½wða1Þ½eða1;NÞ
 
; ð3:136Þ
and Gr is the unitary dilatation introduced in (3.49). Then Eq. (2.16) reads
Hða1ÞQða1Þ ¼ wr½Hf Fða1Þ; ð3:137Þ
which, together with (3.134), implies the intertwining property
Hða1ÞQða1ÞGr ¼ rGrw1½Hf HðaÞ: ð3:138Þ
Eq. (3.138) is the key identity for the proof of the existence of an eigenvector at eð0;NÞ:
For the construction of this eigenvector, we ﬁx a; bAN0 with apb; and we deﬁne
vectors Cða;bÞ in Hred by setting Cða;aÞ :¼ O and
Cða;bÞ :¼ QðaÞGrQðaþ1ÞGr?Qðb1ÞO: ð3:139Þ
We ﬁrst show that this sequence is convergent, as b-N: To this end, we observe
that O ¼ Grwr½Hf O and hence
Cða;bþ1Þ Cða;bÞ ¼ QðaÞGrQðaþ1ÞGr?Qðb1ÞGrðQðbÞ  wr½Hf ÞO: ð3:140Þ
Since jjwr½Hf jjp1; this implies that
jjCða;bþ1Þ Cða;bÞjjpjjQðbÞ  wr½Hf jjop
Yb1
j¼a
f1þ jjQðjÞ  wr½Hf jjopg: ð3:141Þ
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Recalling the deﬁnition (2.6) of QF; we have
wr½Hf   QðjÞ ¼ wr½Hf ðTðjÞ½Hf   EðjÞ½z þ wr½Hf WðjÞwr½Hf Þ1wr½Hf WðjÞwr½Hf :
ð3:142Þ
Furthermore, for jAN sufﬁciently large,
jjWðjÞjjopp2je0p
r
16
: ð3:143Þ
Indeed, since e0 ¼ ð8CYÞ1rpr=8; Eq. (3.143) holds true for all jX1: Thus, for all
jAN; we may estimate
jjwr½Hf   QðjÞjjopp
r
8
 jjWðjÞjjop
 1
jjWðjÞjjopp
16e0
r
2j: ð3:144Þ
Inserting this estimate into (3.141), we obtain
jjCða;bþ1Þ Cða;bÞjjp16e0r 2
b Yb1
j¼a
1þ 16e0
r
2j
 
p2b16e0
r
exp½2a32e0r1; ð3:145Þ
using that
QN
j¼0 ð1þ ljÞpexp½
PN
j¼0 lj; for ljX0: Hence, for ﬁxed aAN0; the
sequence ðCða;bÞÞbAN0 of vectors in Hred is convergent, and deﬁning
Cða;NÞ :¼ lim
b-N
Cða;bÞ; ð3:146Þ
we have the norm estimate
jjCða;NÞ  Ojj ¼ jjCða;NÞ Cða;aÞjjp2a 32e0r exp½2
a32e0r1; ð3:147Þ
which guarantees that Cða0;NÞa0; provided a0AN is chosen sufﬁciently large.
The vector Cða;NÞ constructed above is an element of the kernel of HðaÞ; for every
aAN0; as we will now demonstrate. For b4a; observe that, thanks to (3.138),
HðaÞCða;bÞ ¼ ðHðaÞQðaÞGrÞðQðaþ1ÞGr?Qðb1ÞOÞ
¼ rGrw1½Hf ðHðaþ1ÞQðaþ1ÞGrÞðQðaþ2ÞGr?Qðb1ÞOÞ
^
¼ rbaðGrw1½Hf ÞbaHðbÞO: ð3:148Þ
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Since TðbÞ½Hf O ¼ 0; we furthermore observe that
jjw1½Hf HðbÞOjj ¼ jjw1½Hf WðbÞOþ EðbÞOjj
p jjðwðbÞm;n½eðb;NÞÞmþnX1jj#b;x þ jEðbÞj
p 2be0 þ rjeðbþ1;NÞjp2bþ1e0: ð3:149Þ
Here we also use Theorem 3.3, the fact that wðbÞADðe0; 2be0Þ; which, in particular,
implies that jjðwðbÞm;n½eðb;NÞÞmþnX1jj#b;xp2be0; and Eq. (3.133). Summarizing (3.148)
and (3.149), we have that
jjHðaÞCða;bÞjjp2bþ1e0-0; ð3:150Þ
as b-N; and we have used that the operator norm of Grw1½Hf  is bounded by 1.
Since HðaÞABðHredÞ is continuous, (3.150) implies that
HðaÞCða;NÞ ¼ lim
b-N
fHðaÞCða;bÞg ¼ 0; ð3:151Þ
for all aAN0: Thus Hð0ÞCð0;NÞ ¼ 0 and Hða0ÞCða0;NÞ ¼ 0; as well. Moreover, Hða0Þ
derives from Hð0Þ by að0ÞoN applications of the Feshbach map and scaling
transformations. Since Cða0;NÞa0; Theorem 2.1(iii) implies that there is a vector
C0a0 such that Hð0ÞC0 ¼ 0; and a closer look at the proof of this statement reveals
that Cð0;NÞ ¼ C0a0: &
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